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IMPROVEMENTS AT BOSTON PRESS
WHERE TO GO
MAINE STATE
GUIDES PREDICT
JIM POND CAMPS
CLUB ENTERTAINS
IN MAINE
EXPOSITION
EARLY SEASON
Good Fishing and Good Service Is Postmaster Murray Will Be a Guest Teams Still Travelling On Moose- ism e the Month—This Big Affair Large Open Space in Vicinity of
the Reputation at the Camps.
of the Club and Talk About the
head and the Fish Are Bump
Is to Be Held in Portland.
Foot Bridge.
Postal System.
ing Their Noses.

The managers
of
Jim
Pond
Camps consider themselves verj for
It may interest the Pliillips friends
tunate in securing the services as
j of R oy Atkinson to know that, since
cook of Mrs. Mandy Adams for the
be has become president of the Boscoming season.
Mrs. Adams wall be
Iton Press Club, several distinguished
favorably
remembered
by many
! men luave been guests of the club.
people who have visited W est Carry
|One recent Saturday Governor Sam
Pond Camps and the Dead River
uel S. McCall and several of the
Dam Camps.
state officials lunched at the club,
Many improvements
have
been the governor afterwards speaking on
made in the resort in the past few the subject o f the constitutional con
years, and the reputation for gcod vention, which, is a matter near his
service and good fishing which this heart.
Last Saturday—and this is
place now enjoys will
undoubtedly written April 17th—'Major
General
make the coming season the best Leonard Wood, commander of
the
that Jim Pond Camps have ever had. Eastern division of the United States
Army, addressed the club on the
subject of preparedness.
At both
luncheons President Atkinson presid
ed.
Next Saturday it is expected
that -Postmaster W illiam Murray will
be the guest o f the club, when he
will tell the people present facts about the Boston postal system. P ost
Belgrade Lakes, April 18. 11*16.
master
Murray is well-known in Phil
To the Editor of Maine W oods:
An exciting mystery occurred at the lips, as he is the law partner of Elias
residence of a prominent cltize
of I Field, brother of the Messrs. Field
|j| ffUage last week in this way. Iof this town.

SOME FOND
OF COOKIES

Tke cook made a quantity of sad
tikes putting them into a jar, leav
ing s plate full for the table. When
she went for thom the plate was
Jure she left it, hut empty. \V <ro
the cookies gene"
Next day going for m ore,
found
the jar empty.
Whore, oh
where
had the cookies gone?
It was decided to watch and the
otfprit was caught, ami who do you
think it was? No less than a handm&e gray squirrel w ho had com e for

HOTEL BLANCHARD

more.
He 'was taken prisoner and trans
ported across the lake where lie was
left to ponder on the way o f the
transgressor.
Every Issue of Maine Woods car
ries a Fresh W hiff of the
Pinr
Tree State with it. Why Not Sub
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
♦‘-.e V o a r .

PLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS

On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unexSTRATTON MAINE
_
|celled: Best of hunting. Special rates
111 t h e center of the Fish and Game for
fune, October and November.
Section. Write for bookie;.
Write for booklet.
WESTON U. TO O TIIA K E R , Prop.,
. HOTEL BLANCHARD.
STRATTON’ MAINE. E. H. GROSE. Prop. ( p leasan t Island,
Maine

I
I

M ou n tain V iew , M ain e '

|

1

P o r f u r t h e r p a r t i c u l a r s w r it e o r a d d r e s s

i
|

Mountain View House j
L. E. 8 0 W L E V ,
M ountain V ie w ,
■
*
*

M a in e.g

Ed. G r a n t’s Kermebago Camps
camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
'cam, c moeing. mountain climbing, etc.
Excellent cuisine. 1 ost
nee
id Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
idother information, write
„
_
D. G R A N T ®, S O N C O . ,

P. O. A d d r e s s , G r a n t s P^e.

Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
■*

BALD M O U N T A IN

............. '

C A M P S b *,<*

Bald Mountain Cam ps are situated at 1 1 1e f<><>t >)f H a lclM o 'i'U •d '*1*& n^!pi^ons—A u to
run tic Lake. Near the **>st fishing grounds. First class fitt “ T , ‘ £
free circular •
road to camps—T eleph one co n n e ctio n s—T w o m ails d a i l y - W n t e for Free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r.,
Ba,cl M ou n tain
M a ine
^

|
iv
£:
g

angeley L.akes and Dead River
Region

\S A HUNTING RESORT
lis territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy of access
arly all the camps are open during the Hunting eason.
ler, partridge, duck, > bear and small game are very
int.
Non-resident hunting license fee onl> 5 15 .00

rite the S a n d y R i v e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a i l r o a d for
t with map.
BEAL, General Manager,
Phillips, Maine

It will be officially known as the
(Special to Maine Woods.)
S e co n d Maine State Exposition, but
Rangeley, April 19, 1916.
(Special to Maine Woods.)
could, just as well, be called
Greenville, April 19.—As the fis
1i '
As usual many dates have been set
ing season approaches, the
m any ‘ W hat Maine Is.” iMaine with all of for the ice to go out, but all the
sportsm.en who visit our State a-re fits industries no matter wliiere they guides predict that the season will
asking themselves and their friend s, m a y be located, will he represented be an early one. A large open space
“ Where shall I go this year” , and. f o r ■ert the great exhibition which opens may bis seen in the vicinity of the
the benefit oif those who are urn-, fiffler two weeks in the Portland Ex foot bridge and it is anticipated that
decided or are intending to seek a *p o sitio n Building on June 5.
the spring rains will make short work
T h e thousands
of people who
change, for those who penhiaps harve
cf tlie ice.
amne
from
all
parts
of
the
State
to
not liiad very good luck and for at ,Uiss Cornelia T. Crosby (Fly Rod)
T o r t land last year were astounded
ers who are coming for the first tim e
who has been at St. Helena’s House
mt
what
they
saw.
Few
realized
I take this opportunity to ; describe a .
Yet, big for several weeks, will leave next
few of the many good plaqes to go in ; it -at Maine is wlhat it is.
was tine display in 1915, it will week for her home in Maine.
the Mooseiluead Lake and Nortliomi I
Miss Crosby plans to return via
Piscataquis county.
This region i s : t-ie surpassed by the Exposition ’this
v-aar.
That fact is already assured Oquossoc and Rangeley and will try
a 11 wood s and water, the woods -a- j
m? a result of the many applications and pick up many items of interest
bounding in game and the water with,
t o r space that are being received and to the sportsmen who are locking an
fish of many varieties.
The tran.s- 1
t. ‘ i*e demand for room is steadily on xiously at this season of the year
porting facilities are of the best a.s
for news of the condition of the ice,
h i-e increase.
t.ree lines of railway touch tine
W hen the Exposition opens, scries etc.
shores of Mcosehead, the Somerset at
wiilu be O'ffered the like c,f wlMioh)
Kineo Station, the Canadian P a cific
lea ve never before been provided in
at the East Outlet and Greenvilie !
•the State.
Not only will samples of
Junction, and the Bangor amd A roostbte goods produced all over Maine
took also at Greenville.
At any c»f
v e shown, but the actual making o.f
those points there are good hotel a.. - [
-rineen will be exhibited. Every booth
commodations, wihere also guides aiad
r " the big building will be brimming
canoes may he had.
Tine fLshi
®«ver witli activity and there will be
season opens as soon as the h e
ssrarreni-rs without number for the
The Maine Forestry department has
leaves the lakes, ponds and rivens |
v is ito rs to carry away.
made
arrangements with the Banger
fished in, and usually tine lakes and [
In providing the
decorations, the & Aroostook and Maine Central Raailponds, which have been generously \
•rummittee in charge of this branch iroads to substitute the new
“ New
stocked from the State hatcheries, a .f-!
: f the great show, have
secured |Help Wanted” signs gotten out tills
ford excellent fishing for some s ix
-i .•mething unique.
The booths, with season by the department, for the old
weeks after the ice leaves. This Is
t ; e ir graceful arches and beautiful danger warnings which for years have
what we call the “ sparing fishing
p o s t s , will be a feature in them been displayed in frames in the statand the sportsman who ccmes diurs e lv e s while the exhibitors will offer ! ions along the lines of these roads.
ing this time will not be d isa^pointocL:
a ttra ction s that will add still more to The forestry department has just
He may stop at any of ’the numerous
t. e beauty of the decorations.
The : shipped 500 to the Bangor & Aroos
hotels or sporting camps or he m a y
v.-hiole building wiil be a scene of took and 250 to the Maine Central.
tent out, and, if he selects Moos*exiammoniou® color.
in the center of The new sign is a much better Lookliead for his fishing grounds, he w iM :
t i e great floor will be a lofty band Iing and better calculated to attract
catch fish anywhere he may cast has j s t a n d where there will be concerts
' attention than the old ones, some of
lure.
The fislh taken at this timue
i.~T the time and under tine bandstand which now found in railroad stations,
will be the square tails or landlock
w i l l be a beautiful electric fountain date even back to the days of For
ed salm.cn witli an occasional togrme wvhth fisli swimming in the ripp-liing
estry Commissioner Ring.
O’ ‘‘lakers’’ as the natives call them . ■v-.-a.uer and ferns dipping their fronds
The square tails predominate in tine % the basin.
early fishing, the salmon come am
-Vot only industrially, but socially, will tliis exposition be a notable af
next and the togue are more a ctive
fair.
Already special evenings have
when the water warms up a little.
been provided for the Elks, the mem
You will remem bers of the Portland Rotary
The usual method o.f fishing at th is l ^ n y the former.
Club,
time is by trolling, using a medium b e r Mere, also, that 15 pounds is the people from up State, for society
1huffier rod with live bait.
Shiner® L e g a l limit for one day’s catch.
and for the children.
Concerts will
M’.ocdic Lake also affords good be continuous while there wilt be
may be taken with a bait trap moeit
particularly for togue. This other attractions that will provide a
anywhere around the shore or in th e
mouths of streams.
Artificial m in  j o entirely a spring fed lake, and one show within a show.
th e first lakes toi open up in Pisnows make a good lure for this m an -j tr
The great Exposition will open at
ner of fishing but I would re com - t?»ftaiquis county, as it is alscb the 7 o’clock on the evening of Monday,
The June 5.
mend the shiner.
The square tail® \I - --a to freeze up M the fail.
This will be preceded by
will run up to 6 pounds in weigh it v. tiner is particularly cool throughout the greatest automobile parade the
and are good fighters.
The saLmona tin-e summer sc that the fishing con- State has ever known.
Decorated
rinses good al l the seas on,. A c c o m - cars, fireworks', music, will be pro
will average considerable
larger-,,
with: the togue leading for
size. t; ohations are public sporting .tami s vided.
This parade will be one of
There are two varieties of the togme, jre-aiched from the Bangor and Arooe- the big features of the Exposition.
R. R. at Schoodic station.
the old original “ laker” that h ave \
Another great event will be tlie
T h e above four are the largest of
always been here end the “ silv e r '’ J
celebration of the 200th anniversary
which has been introduced into these ; . .- many fishing lakes in this coun- of the establishment of the first per
3is they are also the easiest of
waters.
The silvers are particularly t:manent settlement in Portland. This
There are many more lakes
good pan fish; they rum from 3 t o y,crc eiss.
observance will come on June 19, the
ponds in which there are an
5 pounds, while the “ originals” a re
1end of the first week of the Exposi
larger and much darker in color am'fi m , undance of fish, particularly treat, tion, and the occasion will be one
v umcli are reached by buckboard
b is not uncommon to: get one of lil) ■V
Ithat will attract thousands of people
or 15 pounds, and occasionally larg nullsd. canoe, and for those who pro for from all over Maine.
The military
er, up to 32 pounds which I think Im a ca n oe trip and camping out later in j and civic parade in connection with
£
i
season,
I
would
say,
get
off
the
the record few- Moosehead Lake. F o r
|tlie event will be filled with sur
luncheon on the shore, give me « ] , ^ ait-en trail, climb some of the many prises and attractions.
3-pound silver togue, fried in redl ‘ j . , txentain trails and cast your fly in
The Portland Exposition is not a
&svAtiO of tlie small mountain ponds. If
l ot bacon fat to a golden brown.
money-making
enterprise.
It is be
c>u don’t catch trout iit will be the
■Sebee Lake, reached, from
bine
ing conducted by the Portland Expos
•e^oeption
rather
than
the
rule—and
Maine Central and the Bangor and
ition Association with the manage
Aroostook at Dover and thence foutr - o i l will catch them during mid-summent iand the expense of manage
- 1 eir w-hen it is difficult to take them
miles by stage to Greeley’s Landing:,
ment provided by the Portland Cham
pv
t.iie
larger,,
more
frequented
lakes.
affords particularly good salmon fish
T h is season promises to be rather ber of Commerce.
ing from the time tine ice leaves un
The purpose of the Exposition is
j
i
t
i
e up here, which is all the better,
til well into the summer. \ Steam
boats ply daily across tills lake m ak- ; _ t.lie wieather will be warmer and to show the people of Maine just
iner regular stops at the public cam ps j^it-xne pleasant when the fishing sea- what this State produces' and wihat
I do not admire fishing it needs to make it even bigger than
and hotels.
Here too m,ay be lia«B 9 o b opens.
To further this end, ad
guides, boats and canoes and th « T^iv&a. the line freezes the minute it it is norw.
vertisements
will be inserted in
l,tj
a
v
e
s
the
water.
Teams
are
still
sportsmen will indeed be well repaid
with a visit to Sehec which, is ante £T-aveling dn Mocsehead and the old every paper in the State and many
Even the Federal
of the few original salmon lakes irn £j-i>ners say “lit will be the 12th cr out of the State.
jjaitfla before she is clear.’’ The fish- Government will have an exhibit
tl e. State.
Lake Onawa, “ The Switzerland oif , - j v will continue good for practicallj during the show and samples of all
America” , reached via the Canadian v\ve same length of time as this de- kinds of roads will be shown for tlie
Tlie
'Pacific at Onawa Station, is welD j , oii.ds aLnicst entirely on the temiper- edification of Maine people.
g^rture of the water.
In the rnean- exhibit of the Maine Department of
worthy of a visit.
The scenery i s
Agriculture will be another feature
unsurpassed being almost entirely tojixue the fish are bumiping their noses
wliile the display provided by the
(pxi
th
e
ice
and
watching
for
an
surrounded by mountains, counties®
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
springs of the purest water, and pub ^ p e ia in e where they can get to the
and Game will be as good as a trip
C
iitrface
and
sunlight
once
more.
lic camp accommodations.
Pishing
to
a museum.
Howard
Wood.
for salmon, trout atnd togue, partiou-

“ NEW HELP
WANTED” SIGNS
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HATCHERY

W ID E S P R E A D RE G RE T AT D E A TH
needed is a little push on the part ing of these necessities,
OF H E N R Y C A P E N .
of the people in this vicinity, a little ( Men say .the way to. get the' brnsiprinters’ ink and brains mixed, j ness of the country is to advertise
Tire conditions are right for success i Northern Mai me, organize to do it
There is widespread regret at the
th,at would surprise the world. Tills ' and turn the excursion business of passing away of Henry E. Ca-pen,
Isection of tine state ba® tine goods'— tiie country this way.
who died recently as the result of an
Orland, Me.—The U. S. Fish, hatch“ This is New England s golden op- *^jle incomparable climate and fsoenoperation in a, Rockland kosjpita1. ' ery at East Gr and ha® sold off the
portnnlty, says an Aroostook county iery> tbe elemental. produicens of health
This makes another break in the j cluster of old buildings along the
exchange.
We have always known:
hjaptpin-es®—tbe people of the
ranks of the Presidents of the Maine i stream and is preparing for the ereo
that we have the greatest playground j uufciitecl states' have thie money. What
Hotel Proprietors’ Association. For tion of a new building.
T-i at built
iu the country.
The time has coane ^ ^ ^
j s to g.et the two tomany years Mr. Capen was pro: r et-r four years ago had 70 trough®, be
for uis to' develop -it on a large scale, gr^ther and then see Northern i\Iaine
of the Augusta House but oh late I sides office rooms.
Tlie new on® is
The ciouintry is richer than ever be boom.
fore.
There are thousand® of Amer
We have fishing and hunting not
icans who can’t spend their income.
excelled anywhere in the United
They are looking for a place to play
States.
Camp owners and hotels
in.
We have the place.
It is up
should be prepared to take care of
to us to prepare and get their busin
the largest business they ever had.
ess.
This is what Ex-Mayor Fitz
Soane of our camp owners think that
gerald of Boston said in a recent
if they are doing a, good business
Tibe fallowing abstracts from, let
'interview just after his usual Winter
they are doing all tbe business they ters- received from Loyal Sewall, a
trip to Florida.
The hustling exwish, to dio.
They hlaive no push to Batb boy who is at the front in
mayor, just back from the' south, has
get more business
Everybody-likes France as a member o-f the American
plan® for a big campaign to boom
to get into the wood®.
Sonne men Ambulance Carp®, will be of interest
New England.
wilio have never caught a fish in to bis- many fni-ends.
As has been saidi, it was a ih&iplpy their lives are anxious to go into
On the middle -o/f last month,, after
thought that prompted the naming tine woods. 'The camp owners should
hie
had crossed the channel to Dieppe
of the great Maine woods as TQie j be prepared to do more business
Nation’s playground.
No mere ap than they have before and should shortly before tbe Sussex wa® tor
pedoed-, and bee-n, for a short time
propriate title could be found a® make plans to
accommodate these
each recurring year witnesses-.
It men who are anxious to come here in Pari®, .he left for Toul, between
is be cause of its broad lakes, of for a rest rathier than for sport, a® Verdun and Nancy, to take tbe
mountain-encased ponds, of canoe well asi to have the opportunities for wounded in an, ambulance from, the
rear trenches to the first hospitals.
trips, that are ever becoming more the sportsmen.
He wrote that after he got into the
popular—this magic spell' which, the
This
is
tbe
sentiment
as
express
military zone his letters would be
Maine woods seem, to exercise—that
its devotees are constantly increas ed by many men in this- vicinity without the name of the place. H-e
who are anxious for Northern M-aime predicted in his letter tbe day before j
ing.
to get the business of the country’s he left, that V-erduai would be the I
This year is the greatest opportun pleasure -seekers.
The people -will biggest battle eve-r -fought, and hisj
ity ever offered the people of North not be going west this summer fer
prediction -seeanls, to have come true. I
ern Maine in particular as one well- there are no special attractions.
He writes of the splendid French j
HENRY E. CAPEN
known Maine man, who has always
They will not be going to Europe spirit, and cf the- -smiles- even upon !
been a booster for Aroostook coun for the war prevents this. “ Why not
the face® of men with, both, legs gone. |
ty the garden cf Maine, has said.
Northern Maine” is the question a9
On his first drive along the front, years has devoted his attentions to to have 200 trough® thus nearly quadThere has been considerable talk j as,ked by many.
No better place he wrote that he rode over the his popular resort, Capon's, Mcose- rapling the capacity of the hateheiy
ever since the war in Europe started j can b,e fo,und ita. thie united States ground “ that any red-blooded man in -head Lake.
His friends were legion and adding a fine building to the
that Northern Maine would be great- [and the people are bound to trav- the world would give lids last penny and long will he be missed.
plant.
ly benefited, and that the people el.
to <ro over.”
The 20 ambulance-s
A. T. Doggett, inspector of stations
who usually go abroad would now
Tbe people of New England sheu’d cf the American, Convcdis there are C H A R L E S
BRADFORD
T A K E S far the U. S. Fisheries Bureau, De
coxbe to, this beauty spot of the na
divided
into,
four
squad®,
in
three
be acquainted with the advantages of
T H E ANGLER.
partment of Commerce, has been it
tion.
But it is also true that the
a trip to this section,.
The advan different place-s, and one-third are al
people of the country who have not
thie Bootihbay hatchery for the past
ways
on
calk
His
first
active
duty
tages are too numyerou® to mention.
visited this section of the state are
Townsman Gbanle-s- Bradford of R ^tn-igl.t getting an insight into
At every railroad station-, every turn was to respond to a cadi for one
not aware of wlhat is being offered.
Greenwood
avenue has recovered .business a-s carried on there, being
in the road, the opportunities for man wiho was/ out o f his head, and
There are the greatest fishing, pos
^e-thods in **
sport as- well as rest are borne in another with, both feet gone, one from a year’® illness and well begin muc'h; PIl3as9d with
sibilities a® well, as ample opportun
singing and one groaning.
He de the publication- in May of “T h e ' The hatchery of late has- been workmind of the man seeking either.
ities of bagging big game, In sea
It i® evident that tbe people of scribes the trenches -he went into as American, Angler,” a quarterly mag-. ™,{r w^h- the cod fish and f at fish,
son,, but the people only have a faint
tbe country are planning to travel very comfortable, and reports that azine devoted entirely to fish-e® and Tw enty thousand cod flab eggs laTe
idea of this.
They have heard from
been: hatched and 300,000,000 flound
this summer, even more than a year all thei forests about have been cut fishing, with- publication- office®, In
all sources that this' is- a most un
er
eggs have been or are now under
Richmond Hill, and a city office in
ago for the dealers in trunk®- and down to build, them.
usual spot for the pleasure seeker
process.
the
Lon
gate
re
Building.
The
Messrs.
He
seemsenthusiastic
about
3
:
is
other traveling necessities are stock
or the man who wishes to take a
ing u-p as- early as this in the season. work; say® Ms food is good; that Putnam’s Son® are to issue a new
SIG N S OF SPRING .
good rest but they have- no definite
This is a fact that may be seem for their utensils are two bowls, one big edition of Mr. Bradford's book, “ Tbe
idea of what is, offered, by Northern
factories that have so long been al one and one small one— the big one Determined Angler,” the little ang-I- When the ash pile fifths the cellar .
Maine’si natural source®.
And the tin cans fill the yard,
Cleveland
most still are once more being dpen- for soup and meat, the small one ing volume that Grover
I -It has1 been s-aid that all/ that is j ed to a larger capacity for the mak- for co|ffee; and, in ibis l-ast letter, claimed to be the most beautifully When a feller's sort of lazy
And the work comes mighty bard;
say® that their cook made a puddling written and the most practical of its
When the wife starts in to hinting
for 25 men out of three eggs.
The kind. The new edition wifi appeal
-<immiimimnmiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimniiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiimiMMiMiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiuimmmiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiimiimiiiiiimimiiiiiiinii!iiii!i!iimiiiiiii'j;
That honsecleaning time is near,
French officers- hie (les< -ribes as fine in May.
And the thirsty start to hanker
men,, and says that the more he secs
FY>r the annual bock beer;
of the French,, tbe better he likes
F LY IN G N O R T H
When the ball teams git to starting
them, and the way they are taking
this war is woulderfuil.
For the good cild sunny south, 1
Geese Not Stopping st Usual Feeding And the robin comes a-bopp-in’
A fine set of sporting camps in one of Maine’s best | His last -letter he cdose-s- as fol
Grounds This Year.
With his breakfast in liis mouthio w,s:
| hunting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- | “ This is a funny looking room,
When the old sum starts to shinin'
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
M-anchiesiter, (March- 29.—The rush
Upon both, sides of the street,
everybody is in bed (8), a greennor thorn And the. newly-painted autc-s
sleeping-bag and G-ermaai, helmets, cjf wild geese for tfcieir
Come out lookin’ trim ar.d neat;
shells, etc., aid around them, a little haunts is) -greater than dn many
stove, 2 or 3 pa-i-ls, a Victor, (Christ years, according to the culd-eir resi When the overcoats git heavy
And are hard to lug around,
mas present from Bacon) a long dents cf thie village.
The ge-eert are flying in- great And a feller gits to longin’
| spot cash takes it. For further information write
dirty table with last year's Life on
FOr a sight of real old ground;
it, and a couple of piigous lights, flocks and this year a,re n,ct stop-ping
Wbem the canned goed all grow taste
which- I am writing by, then every at their usual feeding ground®.
less
once in a while tbe dull roar of a | Gci?,se fly in one straight line or
canncn that we never notice.” — L e w - 1two straight line®, each, line being
And the pancakes grew passe, u
iston Journal-.
led by a single bird, which seems to And the good old soapstone griddle
PHILLIPS,
& MAINE
Is bung u-p out of tbe way;
The young man above mentioned point out the way for the other®.
tbe s-on of Hen. Harold M. S-ewall.
When the cider b-ar’,1’® empty
? itiii!im iiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH iii!iiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim m i!iim iiiiiim im iim iiiiiiiin iim im iiiiiiim iiiiiiin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim ii!iiiiiiiiiiliiiii!iM iiiiii:
IN G E N IO U S F IS H E R M A N
And the sa-uerkraut is aid gone, .
And a feller starts to figgerin'
An ingenious Bath fisherman cf
On new seed for his lawn;
the Nortb End, wanting to obtain When the wife is plan,ting gardens
some leg wood with- which- to dye his
And the tomcats start to sing,
shad- nets, diis-cover-ed that logwood It is p-urty midd-’an’s certain
had jumped in price from 20 cents
That it’s gettin’ on to’ard spring.
Therefore he
— Selected.
A n-ic-e addition was made Thurs to $1.50 the pound.
day to the State Museum aquairi-um, decided on home treatment. Ho took
when Jess-e A. Alexander of Augusta a two quart jar cf blueberries tl at
THE CABIN BOAT PRIMER
presented Curator T. A. Janies withi his mother had put up last year and
H IS is a very in- fp
four white perch and s-ix cihuh. They developed a good dye with, which he
teresting and in
are all fine specimens, the chub be treated the nets, “setting” the color
THE
The structive book on mak
ing particularly large and good fish. wth a preparation from alum.
ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
Th-ey w-er-e ail caught in Mir. Alexand nets -are new a good indigo blue and row boats, etc. It tells
P R IM E R
er’s sucker trap® in the Kennebec look as well, a® though logwood had of the various streams
one
can
trip
on
with
a
I
been -employed.— Bath- Times.
river at Seve-nrMii'le brook.

NORTHERN MAINE
FOR TRAVELERS

I IMPROVEMENTS

A MAINE BOY
IN WAR ZONE

Loyal Sewall of Bath Writes of His
Experiences Near Verdun
Battle Line.

|

A REAL BARGAIN

I

$3,000

J

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by h a v in g the

ADDITION TO
STATE AQUARIUM

M A IN E W O O D S

fo llo w you back to th e city. Fill ou t
th e blank below , and m ail w ith $ 1 .0 0
and th e deed is done.

T

ARE YOU

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find 51.00 for one year’s subscription to
(outing edition.)

M a in e W o o d s

Name
Address..........................
State ............................

G O IN G T O B O S T O N ?
Young
wom w
B oston to w o r k
a n y la d y g o in g to
p le a s u re o r on •
t r ip w it h o u t m a t *
find th e

going
or
B ootofi fttr
s h o p p in g
e sc o rt orttt

Franklin Square
House
a d e lig h tfu l place te s to p . A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en .
630 room s, s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f aocoee
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
F o r par
tio u la r e and p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, S u p t. 11E. Newton S t. Boston, Maas.

cabin boat, how to
equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
tions and diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction
when to float, when and where to land and
other useful hints. Book is compiled of
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat,
TV p Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat, How to
Build a Cabin Bout. The Cabin Boat’s Equipment
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends ®
Equipment, The Skiff or Tenner, The Gasoline
Launch. What to Wear, Things to Eat, Cabin
Boat Exnenf-es. Cabin Boutina Waters, Maps and
Landing Lists. Floating-, Floating at Night and in
Fogs. Going Up St-eani. Weather. Making Fast
and Some Hope Hints. Land n»>s, Trouble*. Care
of the Boat. Ways of Making Money. On
Note*-. Lard Hints. Photographing. Game and
Hunting traps and Trapping, fish and FiahtejL
Amusements Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A CabinBoat Coon Hunt.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Round, SI.00.

Maine Wood®, Phillips, Maine.

M A IN E

LEASING STATE
LAND CAMP SITES
Attorney General Wm. R. Pattangall Gives Opinion.
Attorney General Win. R. Pat tail gall, regarding tine matter of Leasing
camp sites oil State of Maine wild
lands, after a long conference with
State Land Agent Frank E. Mace lias
given the Latter another opinion more
into detail and making plainer bh,e
State’s position in the matter.
It
fallows:
April 5, 1916.
Hon. Frank E. Mace,
Land Agent,
Augusta, Maine.
Dear Mr. Mace:
Replying to yours of March 27, I
assume that ycuir inquiry relates to
cases where the timber and grass on
public lots have been sold by the
State to individuals prior to the pas
sage of Chapter 306 of the Public
Laws of 1915.
In order to construe the act of 1915
so that it would not be open to the
objection that its effect would be to
impair an obligation already enter
ed into by tli© State, it must be held
that under this act no Lease o f camp
sites could be given by tlie State
which permitted! in any way an in
fringement of the rights of the own
er of Che timber and grass. You have
j observed undoubtedly that the sale
by tlie State to various parties of
the eo-called timber and grass rights
really consist of nothing more or less
than a permit to cut and carry away
timber and grass, the State reserv
ing the title to the soil.
Of course, the right to cut and car
ry away timber and grass carries
with it the implied riglit to enter up
on tlie premises for that purpose, to
maintain roads and to do anything
that is necessary in order to carry
out the rights expressly granted.
The objection to tlie State leasing
land for camp sites would be that
camping parties must necessarily in a
limited way at least injure either tlie
timber or grass or both. In the form
of Lease which you have already
drawn, you have carefully safeguard
ed this danger by inserting
the
clause that nothing in the Lease is to
be construed as granting any right
to cut or destroy tine timber or grass
»| and have added thereto the warning

REAL

ESTATE AND INSURANCE

We have for sale and for rent for
the season of 1916, several cottages all
furnished in good locations on Rangeley Lake and other localities in Rangeley Lakes Region.
Local agents for the following kinds
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident,
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur
glary, Postal and Tourists’ Baggage.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
avoid the embarrassment of calling on
your friends.
FURBISH & HERRICK,
Rangeley Trust Company Building,
Rangeley, Maine.

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RA11R1AD
TIME TABI jK

In Effect, December 13, 1915.
FARMINGTON Paasenirer Trains leave Farmndon for Phillips, Rangeley and Bigelow, at
5.15 P.M.. and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.55 A. M
»nd from Hangoli y, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10

P. II.

Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at
11.00 A. M.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong
i from Phillips at 6.23 \. M., and from P hi'lips ant’
Rangeley at 1 34 P. M., and from B igelow at 1.16
P. M., and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
5.47 P. M. P issongor trains leave S tron g fo r
Farmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For
Phillips at 12.87 P. M. For Phillips and Rangelay at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2 00 P. M. and
for Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A. M.
and from Kingfield at 8.25 A . M.. and from Farm
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at 1.40
P. M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ingIon at6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at
6.15 P. M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeloy at 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A. M.
Mixed Train leaves fo r Farmington at 7.30 A.
M„ Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
ington at 2 15 P. M.
:

RANGELEY Passe nger Train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.4L P. M,
and leaves at 7,30 A. M.
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at
12.50 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for B igelow at
7.45 A. M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
2.53 P. M. Mixed train arrives from Bigelow at
11.30 A. M., and passenger train arrives from
Bigelow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
for Farmington at 12.30.
BIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
®t 9 15 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and
Farmington at 10.00 A . M. Passenger train ar
rives from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
for Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.

F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
Phillips, Maine.

that sucih Hgiluts must
from tine owner of the
grass.

be obtained
and

timber

It seems to nne, tawevter, that it
would be miuclh safer and much more
likely to avoid future Mitigation if
leases for camp sites were either ex
ecuted jointly by the State Land
Agent and the owner c f the timber
and grass or else drawn by the
Land Agent and consented to in
writing, by sucib owner.
I do not
see how tine owner of tlhie timber and
grass would have any authority on
b/is own. account to lease a camip site
to anyone.
His rights are very
limited indeed.
On the other hand
without lids consent I do not deem, it
safe for the State to Leais,e land for
camp sites realizing that in every
case where a catnip site is occupied
there must of necessity be some in
jury to the property which the State
has already conveyed.
Joint action
on the part of the State and tlie
owner of the timber and grass is,
therefore, not only advisable but in
my opinion necessary in order to
give the party leasing the camip site
such rights a.s he would need to en
joy to make hip lease worth any
thing to him,
Y ciuips very truly,
(Signed)
W. R. FATTANGALL,
Attorney General.
F IR E

P R O T E C T IO N

ALONG
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R A IL R O A D .

The Canadian Pacific Railway Com
pany, whose right of way crosses
tine .southern part of the Maine For
estry District, has already started its
operation,s to keep down fires the
coming summer.
B. M. Winegar of Montreal, for
est inspector ef this road, was in
consultation with Commissioner Mace
at the state
forestry
department
Thursday.
Mir. Winegar states that
in some places along the right •cf
way tlie snow has disappeared and
it will be necessary to begin pro
tective measures at once.
Charles Powers, the master mechan
ic of the Canadian Pacific, with head
quarters at Browinviile, bias been
commissioned as> eh.tief warden of tlie
company’s right of way in Maine
and under him patrolmen have been
appointed.
These men are equipped
with motor cars and are given cer
tain, sections to patrol. In most cases
the sections allotted overlap)— thus in
suring a very efficient patrol.
Publicity Literature regarding forest
fires has been furnished the com
pany which in addition to posting the
same along the right of way, instruct
and educate its men regarding the
forest fire danger and tine necessary
steps to be taken for the prevent
ion of the fires.
The company places at the dispos
al of the Chief warden two tank
cars, each of a capacity of 10,000
gallons, equipped with pumps and
hose.
The effectiveness of this
equipment was
demonstrated Last
summer and it will be an important
factor in the work the coming sea
son.
Commissioner Mace wiilli take steps
to secure closer co-operation between
the chief wardens through whose ter
ritory the Canadian Pacific runs and
the officials o f tlie company. These
chief wardens wild be instructed to
keep in touch, wilth the chief warden
of tlie railway company, for with the
facilities of the railroad at their dis
posal in case of fine adjacent to' the
right of way, much good can be ac
complished .
The spirit of ecK>penation of the
Canadian Pacific is very gratifying to
the forestry department 'here, and it
is tlie hope o f aili concerned that even
closer relations pertaining to the
protection o f the Maine forests wild
result.
The following have been commiissioned as patrolmen along the com
pany’s right of way:
Mattawaiinkeag, Clyde Gary; Chest
er, R. Archer; Woodard, Frank Reed;
Seboiis, A. Smart; Hardy Pcind, G.
Hagtenatnom; Lake View, E. Hathorm;
Brown,viLle Junction, Neil Nicholson;
Barnard, Bob Stemifoird; Morrill, Alph,oifso Badeau; Greenville Junction,
Peter Dubran; Moosebead, John Gra
ham; Browinviile Junction., Andrew
Perry;
Tarratine, Joseph Lacro:x ;
Brassau, David Bioux; Mackamp, D.
yVForan;Long Pond, Andrew Fourn
ier; Jackman,, Coby Ackey; Attean,
Augustin Nadeau; Holieb, H. Matt;
Franklin, Cyr Lamomtagne; L-owelJtown, Fredilin Duquette; Boundary,
Edmund Demers,.
S U B S C R IB E

NOW
FOR
WOODS.
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YpsiLanti.
A persistent head wind1 threatened
tiie success of the test and four miles
east of YipisiLanti, the gravel read
began.
Th© going was extremely
rough, but tlie entire length of til:©
(gravel road was encompassed,
the
engine stopping just as the front
wheel® touch edi the asphalt pave
ment of Ypsilamti’s main street. The
Tlh© office force of the Inland Fish last drop of the one gallon of gaso
and Game Commission is busy attend line upon which the test was made,
North Sebago, April 10.—Charles
ing to the applications' of wouklHbe was con sunned.
K. Bispiham of Philadelphia, one of
guides and it is astonishing, how,
the wealthiest camp owner® of North
CAR HAS H IS T O R Y .
after all the instructions and abso
Sebago, has th© distinction of being
lute simplicity of the blanks; to be
the Bust sportsman to land a Sebago
filled in by the applicants, how many
Th© car in which tlie test was salmon in the open water at th©
fail to comply with the requirements made has a remarkable history, mouth of tine Songo this spring.
of the Law or correctly fill in the which gives added value to the test.
Mr. Bispiham, who lias been a guest
forms.
Many of them fail to send It has a total mileage to its credit of at the camp of R. P. Thompson at
the certificate and affidavit of the 23,000 miles, being the first 1916 the mouth cf th© Song© River for
municipal officers of the place where Maxwell turned out of the factory. It the past few days, wia® out on th©
they reside, as required by tlie new had the honor of establishing the In lake at an ©arly hour this morning,
law passed by the last
Legislature. dianapolis record, beating the train with his guide ancl wlhen hie returnee
Some of them apparently think it is schedule between Detroit and Indian to the camp tills moon, he brought in
a ruling of the commission and can apolis by almost two hours1. It made two handsome salmon, tli© largest
b ■, fixed up any old way, but the a trip aeros® the continent from Los weighing laJbout four pounds.
commission has nothing to do with Angeles to Detroit.
Clifford Paul of th© Song© brought
it beyond seeing that every applicant
The test was observed by Detroit to .pet the second fisih, it tipping tlie
for a guide’s license lhad complied newspaper men.
scale at 3y2 pound®.
with tlie Law before he is given a
A strong northerly wind was rak
Eastern motorists were interested
license.
'Tlie omission only makes
to an. experiment made recently in ing tli© ic© off Bear Point all day
delay in the issuance of the license.
Brooklyn, when a Maxwell was driv long, and although fishermen report
The board advises all parties whose
en 8.2 mile® on one and a quarter ed that great cakes of it could be
applications are defective and sug
ounces Less than a quant of gasoline. seen dropping into tli© open water
gests how the deficiency may be
Tills is an average of 34.12 miles per from time to time, a decided change
remedied, but the delay is the fault
gallon.
Just as in the Detroit, ex in th© wind to th© west wais hoped
cf tlie party, not the commission.
periment, an auxiliary tank was used for before the great body cf ice
would be shattered.
for the test. Tlie Bureau of, Weights
A party of five anglers from Fitch
A C I T Y C H A P ’S R E V E R I E .
and Measures certified that the tank
burg and Malden, Mass., are to ar
held less than a quart. The car used
rive at the Bongo
tomorrow and
Give me a brook in some sheltered wa® a regular stock
five-passenger
more are booked for the opening week
nook
touring model and carried five pas
Where the birches sway and bend, sengers, weighing approximately 900 ! cf fishing.
And the catbird calls in clear shrill! pounds.
notes
N E W G A M E WARDEtNS.
To its wayward red-winged friend.

FAULT NOT THAT
OF THE COMMISSION

SEBAGO SALMON
ARE BITING

Guides Wanting Licenses Should
Carefully Study the Law.

Philadelphia Man Officially Opens
Season by Landing a 3 1-3
Pound Beauty.

G IV IN G T H E F IS H A L I F T

(

Republican

Deputy Sheriff

Dropped

Give me the hill where the oriole
From List in Kennebec County.
Helping them Over the Falls by an
Each morning his carol sings
And the rising sun gilds lake with
Ingenious Elevator.
John E. Ferham cf Milo, Archie E.
gold
Wand of Wellington!, Meiroy T. Ford
As each day new pleasure brings.
’To enable migratory fish to pass of Ornevillie, William B. Lewis of
such barriers as waterfalls and dame Wiscasset, Robert A. Brann cf ReadGive me the trail of the loniesame when ascending a river to spawn,,
field and Frank W. Bartlett of For
pine,
the Canadian Commissioner of Fisher- est City were commissioned Saturday
That leads to the old log bridge,
Les has developed an elevator which bv the commissi am on inland fisher
Where wild geese fly in, the glad is apparently practicable. It has been ies and gam© as warden®. H. H. Micspringtime
placed in service at a 24-foot fall in Causlamd of Readfield, a Republican
And Injuns camp on the ridge.
th© Sit. Croix river, New Brunswick, deputy sheriff cf Kennebec county,
and is operating successfully, accord who has served as; a deputy warden,
Give me the song of the shining reel ing to advices.
was informed by letter Saturday that
The song that I love so well
In part, the device consists of a his service® were no longer required.
And the sheltered nook near bab
;B. A. Barker of Berwick, the chief
vertical shaft erected several feet
bling brook
freon th© falls.
Guides, or walls, warden for York county, wa®; remov
In, the fair and Leafy dell.
radiate from both sides of the struc ed by the commission, and a Demo
—John. M. Kelly. '
ture to tlie opposite banks of tlie crat, Andrew F. Leach of York, ap
stream so that fish are led to it. pointed in hi si pJiacie.
A cage in which the latter are trap
T H E SA F E SPORT.
ped and carried1 to the top of the
shaft, where they are automatically
dumped into a sluiceway and dis During the ten years from 1905 to
charged into the waiter on. the up 1915 nearly 1,000 persons died from
stream side of th© barrier, is hoisted injury or over exertion in some
by mean® of a ‘c Gunterpoi.se tank branch' of sport, according to statis
which is periodically titled with wat tics. cited by All Outdoors.
er from a supply reservoir surmount
BaisebaLl' heads this grim list, with
ing the tower.
The cage and tank 284 deaths; football claimed 215; au
Many automobile owners are watch are secured to the opposite ends of tomobile racing, 128; boxing, 105.
ing the rise in the pride of gasoline a cable that passes, over pulleys at
Everyone of the. outdoor sports,
with feelings akin to dismay, but this the top of the shaft.
even such pastimes as tennis and
particular phase in the high cost of ‘The fish compartment is provided golf, added their bit to th© quota.
living is causing Maxwell owners with two doors, one at each, end.—
Trap shooting did not cost a single
but little concem, says F. &. Haley, When it is at the bottom cf the life.
shaft, beneath the water, one of
Maxwell dealer here.
Thousands of men fired millions of
iMir. Haley just received word from those gates is raised to permit the shots during this period. Each shot
On the other band, tired had sufficient destructive pow
tine Detroit offices: of tlh© company fish to enter.
that an economy teist
conducted an auxiliary -door on the shaft lets er to blot out a life instantly.
April, 7th,, a Miaxweill stock touring down and prevents fish from’ swim
Yet not one fatality resulted.
car hung up another Miaxweill record ming around to the back side, of tlie
The record speak® volumes, not o,my
by clippiing off 44 miles to a gallon guides or into' the space normally oc for tlie soundness of the safety rules
of gasoline.
This test, made under cupied by the carrier, when the lat governing this sport and th© strictness
discouraging .weather conditions, and ter ascendl®.
of their enforcement, brut also for the
oilier similar tests about the coun
The) operation of tine devicer is1 de superior mental' poise of the men en
try, are proving a source of satisfac scribed in the April Popular Mechan gaged in it.
ics Magazine.
A fine page vieiw,
tion to all Maxwell owners.
Rifle shooting is not even mention
Th© day on which the Detroit showing the ladder in operation, ac ed in this list. Folio wing th© gam©
(test iwais made was cold, the thier- companies the article.
closely during the past seven years,
mometeir registering only a few de
the writer lias not noted a single
grees above the freezing mark, wlhen
fatal accident in any target competi
tlie istairt was made.
At tine begin
tion with the rifle.
Only one, so
ning of the run, there was a strong
far as hie knows:, mars the record of
pistol shooting.
That, was due to
Shead wind and the finish was made
along several miles of rough gravel
the careless handling of a hair-trig
read.
With .these adverse conditions
ger pistol by an excited foreign com
eliminated, the Maxwell undoubtedly
The Bureau of Automobile Regis petitor at the international pistol
would have added several miles to its tration at the secretary of State’s j contest at Camp Perry, two years
department at the State House had ago.
total.
a busy week, ending at noon on Sat The “mistaken for game’’ accident
urday, tine 8th, a total of $17,407 be is steadily decreasing in th© hunt
S T O C K CA R USED.
ing taken in.
Saturday morning, a |ing field.
And for this w© have
A stock touring car was used, with half day and the (last of the’ week, i chiefly to thank the funny men, the
The grand total' newspaper cartoonists and paragraphstandard equipment and Loaded with produced $1369.
driver and three passengers, the total for the year up. to and including ers who, year by year, have driven
weight carried, including passengers, April 8, is $100,263.25, against a bom© the grim ridieuLcusmesis of mis
car and accessories, being 2,780 total cf $89,404.50, or increase t; is taking a fellow human for an antler
year up to date of $19,858.75.
ed quadruped.
pounds.
The registration® up to noon of
The man, to whom, “ safety first’’ ap
The start was at Birmingham, in
Oakland county, and the first .part of Saturday, April S, included: Regular peal]® as a motto will do well to con
the journey was made down Wood registration®, 6899; trucks, 803; deal sider shooting mighty seriously when
ward avenue into Detroit. Tlhie North ers, 203; operators, 9000; motor cyc selecting an outdoor diversion for
Grand Boulevard and other streets les, 197; motor cycle dealers, 22.
Ms leisure time.— C. L. Gilman.
ru R
M A IN E
WOODS A N D
READ A L L
M A I N E were, followed to Michigan avenue, SU S B C R IB L , n u w
WOODS.
$1.00 A Y E A R .
T H E O U T IN G M E W S .
where the road led, straight out to
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Tell How Stock Cars Pile Up Dis.
tance on Economy Tests.
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M A IN E W O O D S
ISSUED WEEKLY

I. W . B r a c k e t t C o .
Phillips, Maine
L. 8. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
OUTING EDITION
pages ........................... .................. $1.00 per year

LOCAL EDITION
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $l.6C per year
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription
6 cents extra.
Entered as second class matter, January 21.
'•>#5, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
t he Act of March 3, 1879.
Tno Marne Woods thoroughly covers the entire
state or Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Campo « and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ocally.
Maine Woods solicits com nunications arid fish
sod game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o your paper
hanged, please give the old as weil as new
d dress.
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With th© final'
passing of the
snow and the drying up of the mud
one big and important duty devolves
promptly upon town and citizens. It
is to clean up the streets,, gutters,
sidewalks, front and back yards and
all the little nooks and corners
where winter's filth, waste paper
and other unsightly debris have ac
cumulated.
As usual the town needs
prodding to get at this work prompt
ly, but property owners and residents
also need to be reminded to ‘‘get
b u sy’ and clean up, in the interests
of gocd health and good looks in the
community.

WOODS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M A I N E , A P R I L 20, 1916.

Their romance started
fresh, waters of that state, lively several of the Inn people snapping Fred A. Gilbert, Bangorj- J. P. Bass, HarpsweliL
E. Lish ernes®, Hampden; at Rangel ey Lakes last summer,
So, “ Bananas’’ Bangor;
chaps of from 5% to 6% inches be him in the camera.
ing furnished from the state hatcher will be with us even after he has Charles E. Adams, Bangor; Alfred where both bride and bridegroom
K. Ames, Mackiats; Forrest H. Colby, were employed at a camp.
After a
ies.
They cannot be legally^ caught gone to- his owner in Augusta.
Bingham; Frank P. Thomas, Ando shcji'jt trip Mr. and Mrs. Estes will
until next year when they will have
The following is a schedule of ver; Hoisea B. Buck, Bangor; George start housekeeping at Cams Island.
passed the legal 7-inch length, hut
by that time they will have' had a meetings of Hon. Frank E. Mace B. Dunn, Houiton. . Many problems
chance to spawn once and thus of Augusta, state forestry commis of forestry and timberland protect B IR D S O C I E T Y W O U L D BAR BIRD
greatly increase tine number of fish sioner and .timber!and owners and ion were discussed, and a campaign
P L U M A G E A N D SKINS.
others interested in forest protection of publicity wais advocated, through
in their localities'.
the medium of the daily papers, act
Curator Thomas A. James of the in the Maine forestry district:
London.— Prohibition of the im
At Machdas, Friday, April 21, 1916, ion iai the matter being left to the
State Museum is watching with con
portation of the plumage and skins
directors.
siderable interest tine visits cf the at 1 p. m,., ait Clare’s' Hotel.of wild birds was urged upon the gov.
wild ducks to the, Boston Public Gar At Ellsworth, Saturday, April 22,
ernment as better than taxation in a
Speaking
of
his
cottage
which
broke
1916,
at
l
p
.
mi.,
at
the
Hancock
den pond and the Common’s frog
through the ice and lies submerged, resolution passed by the Royal ^
pond.
Several have been making House.
At SkowQuegan, Tuesday, April 25, says the Rockland Courier-Gazette, ciety for thie protection of birds. The
their honne in the Charles River bas
in and recently have been going to 1916, at 10 a. an., .at the court E. F. Berry says lie's got the bulge society asked, the government to proon the other Alford Lake cottagers, Mbit entirety the Importation cf wild
the ponds in the city for .food. Many house.
At Houiton, Friday, April 28, 1916, as his is the - only cottage of the birds’ plumage—ostrich feathers and
black ducks have also recently call’colony that has running water in eiderdown only excepted—as a “usee r\ eagerly seeking the choice lot of at 10 a. m., at the court house.
less and undesirable inn,port and a
At Bangor, Saturday, April 29, at every room.
bugs there found.
The Fish and
wholly indefensible form of extravag
Gam© Commission members hope that 9.30 a. in., at Chamber cf Commerce
ance.”
the birds will continue to become room, City Hail.
T H E Y M ET AT RANGELEY
tame, their actions and habits being
Breaking Iron W ith Water.
closely watched.
None of the boats of thie Augusta Miss Nellie C. Stamp of Orrs Island
A simple way of breaking a mass
One of the sensational happenings Yacht Club fleet have yet been tak
Becomes Mrs. Ralph L. Estes.
of iron is explained by an engineer.
at the inland fish and gams depart en out cf winter quarters, but two
In a mass two feet square and four
ment for seme time is the repeated motor boats already are in commis
Orrs Island, Me., April 6.—Miss feet long he bored a perpendicular
inquiries as to the report that Villa’s sion and have been plowing the wat Nellie C. .Stamp of South Thomaston hole one inch in diameter and be
body is expected at tlie State Mus ers of the upper Kennebec for a wee! and Ralph L. Estes of Ghebeague Is tween three and four inches deep,
eum.
It had some of the wise ones or two.
The gasoline yacht Kestrel land, the local' rural free delivery This he filled with water and closed
guessing Monday and the museum II, owned by Commodore Guy P. carrier, were married Wednesday with an accurately fitted iron bolt
force was kept busy denying the Gannett of the Augusta Yacht Club, evening at the heme of Mrs. Odessa One heavy bU-v on the bo.t broke
the mass into two pieces.
s
“ fool” story.
whiolj; has wint ered at Cam dec, is Webber, by Rev. W. H. John eon of
being made ready for thie coming
season- and will be brought around to
the Kennebec and to Augusta as> soon
as the weather warrants.

MR. R0EL0FS
SKILFUL ANGLER

Oquossoc Angling Association
Loses Prominent Member.
(Special

to Maine Woods.)

Cobbosseecontee skippers at thie up
per end of the lake are getting their
craft ready for the season and are
taking advantage of every pleasant
day to wield the paint brush.
The
only new motor boat thus far in evi
dence and which will probably be put
overboard as soon as the season is
more advanced is one owned b y !
Lewis Grondin, who has one of the
Hersey cottages on Kersey’s island.
The launch is of the Brooks model
and about 25 feet in length and her J
motive power is furnished by a four-1
cycle Gray engine which is expected I
to develop about 24 horsepower.

Oquoasoc, Me., April 20.—By the
death cif Mr. Henry H. Roelofs at
“ To name all the beauty spots in
Buenos Aires M'arcih 28th, the GquosNew England would be impossible,”
soc Angling Association loses one of
declares the Boston Globe, for they
its most prominent members.
are scattered over each c.f the six
FLe lias been a member of this
Common wealths and are to be met
club about 30 years and •will be
everywhere.
For example, in New
greatly missed by this associatictu
Hampshire the rugged beauty of the
and other acquaintances in this sec
scenic aspect of the White Moun
tion.
tains is without a rival in Eastern
Fly fishing was lias hobby and no
From reports which, were received
America.
It has well been said
keener or more enthusiastic fly fish- Tuesday .from Cobbosseecontee it is
that this region should be visited by
ermaai ever fished these waters.
evident that there is a feeling a- j
every American who is proud of his
Up to the time of her death a little mens some of the people who live
country.
Then there are the wond
over two years ago, Mrs. Roelofs al near the lake that thie fishermen
erful Green Mountains of Vermont,
ways came with him, for she was •who are waiting for the season to
the grand lakes in Maine, the beaut
very fond of fishing. Regularly each open will have the opportunity to do
iful scenery in the Berksihires and
There is open
t’ o invigorating resorts all along year they would, with their friends, some Easter fishing.
be tine first early spring fishermen tc water around the bridge which co n -1
the coasts of our five seashore
j arrive in this section.
In 1910 Roc nects Hersey’s island with the north
States.”
ky's’ party arrj^ed at Indian Rock shore of tine lake, and Tuesday's rain j
April 23rd.
On the morning
vi added its cart to the work of wear-1
L O A N E D T H R O U G H C O U R T E S Y OF
April 24th Mr. Roelofs tcok eight sal ing away the ice, and were it not
E. M. B L A N D IN G .
mon on tilne fly below tine . Rock for the ice extending to the shores,
so the fishermen say, the breaking I
The cut of Henry E. Capon, wfhi h which weighed 28% pounds.
Looking hack over his records and iup of the ice would be a matter of I
a-prisars in another place in this
However, local j
paper was loaned us through the notes on fishing, they show, as a .i ; a very short time.
courtesy of E. M. Blanding of the In who were acquaints d with him know, \fishermen are hopeful that the ice j
that'he was a keen angler and gcod may be out by next Sunday, und if
dustrial journal.
authority on trout fishing, especially such proves to be the case there wall
in these waters, wiiich he knew so be an exodus from this city.
well..
Hie knew when, where and Jhow to fish, and ho and Mrs. Roelofs j A shepherd dog owned by Mrs. Ma- j
always bad the same guides. Frank bed Adame of North Brewer showed
J. Nile was this guidie for 30 years j an amount of intelligence a few days j
cr more and Mrs. Roelofs always bad ago that is worthy of mention.
A
Many viisitors to the State House Board MoCaird.
rattle dog bad either jumped or fallen
on holidays and Sundays, finding the
Mr I. N. LindsLey of Orange, N. into the river near this dog’s home
door in the end of the north wing J., (member cf Oquossoc Angling) has and was making a desperate effort to
closed, think that the entire building during the past five years come up Save himself.
The larger Jog hoard
Is closed to the public. Should they with Mr Roelofs on his fish ingthe little dog’s calls Tor jfcjalp and
pass to the northwest entrance or the
A
days ago Mr. Linde
’rote ijumped into t .c swift; on,drear»t t u
sayin
him.
He tried ver;y hard to get
.,e bad re
a c oupl
during the. regular hours.
It is not
room Mr. j
the little dog ashore but faiiled and
fincim* B
unusual in pleasant weather at this Aires di
cried almost like a human heing.
h ai d
time of year or during the summer fine o f which he
i Men went out in a tioat anf
t:
scued
to see several hundred visitors dur pected to reach
IiJm shepherd dog jus,i in tim e to save
•Ph.ilaciel
ing a Sunday in tlie State imuseum.
him from drowning.
about the last eff Ala
No person
7
A visitor at the museum Tuie relay ; ed Mr. Li sley to
, cornu ..aw shown gje: -teiT Tv»avery t ran
ready
thought the rain had g;ivm the with iMm for Indiam Rock ii,i
j that dog.
water in one cf h e tanks; a very 1st of Ma:
peculiar color, it l aving a
A year
O this p£LSt
A Bath pickerel fti
n re.centpie tinge, but hie laughed when told Roeliciite •cLUtl his « ,er
ly went over to
' £J2lt, for
i i. was the effect of a little per- j winter in ja
uring i
! a- afternoon’s sport fiahiajg
'OfUigh
manganate of sohL- .o put there for
ney were to
the ice.
He found
:r flslierthe purpose of purifying th
ik. It
en Mir.
man there and learned that
fir at
doesn’t seem to bother the fish, they j deni stricken.
! comer i
been, cm t e ice jliL
apparently having become accustomed!
, with no hick
Both u an who
to it.
l arrived late took an cl J i ' r r tp vx\t *
The great gathering cf angleworms*
jrGj\jb
u-^e ice and began fist in:
had
on the front stops and walks at the
! hardily dropped his bcok when s felt j
6 1ate House during ;
sect.
v;
1a vicious bite and hauled in t
line. I
an:l rain stem of Tuesday was said
On the hook was a yellow perch and
to be because of the desire that
the perch was half s v. alto wed by aa
every State House official
who
“Bananas,” Art ’ Smith’s masto: eig t pound pickerel.
In trying to
thought of going fishing on the luolb bear, took dinner at the Inn yester swallow th© perch it had sti ck in the
day should have plenty of bait.
day, coming down from; the campus pickerel’s mouth, tail down t e pike’s
The electric elevator in genera! use v i tlx Mr. ,Smith on the car and re throat.
Tlie Bath fisheamnaQi brought
in. the ncifth wing of the State House turning same way, says reports, from back both fish.
which has been more or less “out of OroaoKX lie was hitched in front cf
kilter” for a tin e, is again out cf the Inn during noon time and the
At the annual meeting of the
commission and it is again the rule children gathered from, all directions Maine State Forestry association in
to use the slow, wiatar-power elevator about him, feeding him sugar and Bangor Friday officers ware elected
or walk and most of the. people if in peanuts, and in return he performed as follows: President, Edgar E.
any burry, walk.
many cunning tricks, giving that part Ring, Bangor; vice president, Ci as.
Word comet from Massachusetts of the town for the time hieing, quite 11. Bartlett, Bangor; secretary and
that t'lie officials are now putting the air of “ circus day.”
He was treasurer, W. A. Beninesey, Bangcir;
thousand's of white perch into the a great favorite while he remained, directors, Blaine S. Vilas, Augusta;

STA T - HOUSE CHAT
FROM THE JOURNAL

oiver
kO N ’T overlook this matter o f
power. It is important. Y ou
want an automobile that will
carry you through mud, sand and
snow, and do it easily. Y ou want a
car that will climb hills, that will get
away quickly without laboring and
straining its every part

D

N ot all cars can do these things,
but you kn ow that the Maxwell can
because you have the proof.
When the Maxwell stock touring
car set the W orld’s M otor Non-Stop
Mileage R ecord a few weeks ago, it
encountered all sorts o f unfavorable
conditions— rain, mud and hills, over
country and city roads— yet it cov 
ered 500 miles per day, day after
day, for more than six weeks.
Power, plenty of
power, is absolutely
a wonderful per for:
Let us g: ve yc
all the deta
c f tills
Maxwell c;
about our %
means o f y.
cen o^ t

c- "!

y o u u s e ' 1s

o.
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, F. S. H A L E Y ,
Tei i hone 42 23,
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50 ELK FREED IN WOODS.

Benevolent and Protective Order of
Elks 50 elk from the Yellowstone
i cent ■ word in advance. N o headline or
S ubjects in a, b. c. order
A n im a ls from Yellowstone Liberated Park, consigned by
express
from
in the Adirondacks.
Gardner, Mont., were liberated on
FOR SALE— Desirable bouse lots in
rival of the elk were complete1.
Phillips.
Address Maine Woods.
Preparations for the airAs a result of the campaign for the Saturday.
protection and increase of ©Ik in the-' Tearns met the train at Long Lake
FOR SALE— Pressed hay and straw. Adirondacks by tine members of the We st, Where six of the andmats were
Small pigs and sboats.
B. F. Beal,
Phillips, Me.
Smokers, my ‘‘government seal” cig*rs are better tlnan most 5
cent
cigars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
50 cigars and be convinced.
J. H.
Hannon, 195 South, Muilberuy street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.

--------------------- \___________

615
M odel 75

Roadster $595, both f. o. b. Toledo

W it h Electric Starter and Electric Lights
. Four Inch Tires

FOR SALE OR EXCHANG-E— Young,
»ound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light., ’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips, Me.

ERE is a low priced car that requires no
H
“ extras.’ * Its equipment includes every
thing you want your car to have. You have
nothing more to buy. And this equipment, in
keeping with Overland standards, is high grade
in every^particular. The electric starting and
lighting system i3 the well known Autolite, twounit type. It has a magnetic speedometer and
a full set of tools. The tires are four inches all
around;
non-skids on rear. Demountable
rims are used and an extra rim is Included. The
body is the latest streamline design, finished in
black, with nickel and aluminum trimmings.
Here is a car to be proud of and in which
you can take justifiable pride.

FOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
cross of prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
cents.
Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.
WANTED— Outside and inside paint
ing and paper hanging. W. S. Kel
ley, Farmers' 'phone 10-12.
Scamman,

Calk telephone oi""vvrite for demonstration

S. G. H A L E Y , Agent
Phone No. 8 -1 2

FOR SALE— High class, well hired
bay gelding; fast at either gait.
Weight about 1100.
Work single or
double.
Nice gentleman’s horse and
good enough to race at the fairs.
Particulars address W. C. Pullen,
Walnut Hill, Me.

‘Made in U. S. A .’

FOREST AND STREAM i
C
C

V*

the oldest, best known
nd highest
class outdoor magazine in America will ;
give ;
ful ] seat*on s advert:sing for
will reach
ns imeans that
ere am of the iarcs perouS
rs and
, ariglers and tra>
16S in sue!a a vtay ati to attract
ur ho;el. Do.:S tt>at appeal
then
to V'
pace ip
1gi ve youi a Qi «e inc
or double
duiring thie-sc:
tw ice thei money. Fix*st paythe sp
>.00 after first inse rtio n, secm
ond payment in July.'t o pc i*c
count for cash in adva
Please be-ar in mine\that the $3110,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 aninuaily
Bpcn t in E iropean tr avet will b<3 sp en t th is ye*r
entirely in the Unit.;id States ar,d Canada M- re
xous that people
than that. time» aie
who never before have taken va cations are going:
joy them 11lis y< ar» Th e ic is
to h jv e the
ev
on why >c>u »hould *ge;t your elm
r You will ffet it i t j ou feature
per!yJ)efoi o the i -eoipie who fit * •going’ to
the money . They ni
>u, for
the ball roi
plane-. L
the so o : -• you ma o your on nouncemci
a c t iv e
better yo.
patrons amj 30cui in*: their r« s i vatu i t- v\i11 be.

128 II r o a d w

for ir
big
F r,

Phillips.
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.35
.35
.50
.35
.35
.35
- 5f.3t
.35

CO.,

Maine.

Phillips, Me.

The W illys- Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio

Whenever you write to one of our |
advertisers, don’t forget to mention.;
Maine Woods.
It is important to [
you to do so; important to us and |
the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found his name.

J. W BRACKETT

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR
WOODS.
$1.00 A YEAR.

MAINE

E V E N I N G GROSBEAK

FOR

WANTED—Dressmaking at my home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips.
Both
phones.

mu
Uy
Oxfor
rieca. iqtus coin ty
Aroos ook County
Wash igton County
map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geo I ico 1 map o f Maine
R. R. map of Maine
Androscoggin County
Cumberland County
Hancock County
Kennebec County
Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
Penobscot County
Waldo County
York County

with hi® cousin, ,tili>e
Rose-breasted
Grosbeak.
Thie- song of the gros
beak is very much- like that cf the
robin, andilf one is not familiar with
the notes of the latter a difference
woujjd not at first he detected.’ ’
Mr. Lermond cf T-homaston gave a
brief description of tine “ Abalone
Shell.”
It is -a beautiful, ob-long
shell, somewhat the shape of a sauc
er.
These shells are lined with
mother of pearl, and are used for or
namental purposes. They are found
on the coast of California, clinging
closely to the rocks.
In the Orient
they a-re used for food.
Arrivals of the birds: Junto, Feb.
28; Evening Grosbeak, March 18;
Robin,
Bluebird,
Song
Spar-row,
Bronzed Grackle, March 31.

Principal Subject of Discussion By
Knox Academy of Arts and
(Sciences.

FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phillips,
Me.

F.

created and transferred to wagccms, to
be driven into the woods; to hie lib
erated iin tiheiir new home.
At Saranac, Lake the rema-iniing 44
were transferred to wagons and tak
en to Carlos Clearing.
Warwick S.
Carpenter, secretary to Conservation
Commassomeir George D. Pratt, was
present when the elk arrived to ob
tain motion pictures and photographs
from which atereoptiieon slides w|:llil
be made. These motion pictures and
slides will be stent with a lecturer to
as many lodges of Elks in the State
as desire to see them1.
Fifteen years gao 67 elk were lib
erated in the Adirondacks, and seme
of their descendants are still in
the mountains, according to Commis
sioner Pratt.
This -constitutes, in
the opinion of tine commission, clear
evidence that the elk will live and
thrive in that region.
THE

FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm.
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.

TO LET—Pasture.
Phillips, Me.

5

m

The quarterly meeting of the Kncx
Academy of Arts and Sciences was
■held recently.
The subject for disicussi-on was
“The Evening Grosbeak,” a-nd the
specimen owned by Charles; Creigh
ton cf Thom-astoin was on exhibition.
A talk on “The Evening Grosbeak”
was given by N. C. Kailodb of War
ren who said in part:
‘‘The title
]grcis|beak, cir greaff, beak, is a oc/m
men name for a number of birds
that possess Large, thick and strong
bills, used in crushing fruits and
seeds.
The true grosbeaks are re
lated to the goldfinches, the sparrows
the buntings, and the cross-bills; One
wh,> loves birds cannot fail to be at
tracted by the family of grosbeaks.
The beautiful bird is found on- the
far North-west, where he remains
the year around.
During the winter
months he often comes farther south
- -........ • ■,
.......—-

G U N S AMD
FISH-RODS
William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 ,c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made bv

WM

F. NYE,

New Bedford, Mass.
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BOOKS

several cases.
T>hien here is the
loon family and the swan wihiidhi is
king of thiem ailil. in Mamie.
One
swan hiere stands more than four
Ifeet and is a remarkaihiy
graceful
T h e following books arc endorsed
Sbird.
Tihis swan was owned and
by
leading publishers, hunters, trap
kopt in an enciLotsiuire by MerrilB) God
pers
and sportsmen in North America.
dard of New York but it escaped and
T
h
e
information they contain is re
was shot.
Mr. Goddard secured the
liable,
having been gathered from ac
Tine museum, of natural history in body and sent it to our State museum
tual
expiences
and successful experi
the (State Ihouse ait Augusta is fast as a gift.
It iis mostly -white and
outgrowing its quarters and some ad- js a magnificent specimen.
ments of men who are leaders in the
ditiion must soon be made or it will
Snipes and, plovers are very aiiuimt- different branches covered by these
be necessary to stop taking speci erous here and one large ease is works.
completely filled with the long billed
mens.
These books should be in the
Tine new aquarium, is now finish birdiS.
hands of every man who goes into
ed and the compartments are near
In the animal line the great com
ly filled with red spot trout, salmon, partment where
seven
stalwart the woods,- either for pleasure or
anu all other fish common to Maine moose are kept takes tine lead. Then profit.
waters.
Many of the game fis h : there are several smaller ones with
are magnificent specimen® and for j calves scattered hiere and there as
EOX TRAPPING
the most part each- species are kept j we-lll -as many mounted heads. Dear
by themselves.
In one
compart- 1 and caribou are abundant in the
BOOK of
instructionsrnent is the Happy Family, as it com- big -room.
Otter, beaver, and weasprises cusk, yellow
perch, white ei occupy a quarter by themselves., tells how to trap,h
s n a r e , poison'■
perch, pickerel, suckers, chubs, eels ■Wild icats and Canadian lynx of all and shoot. A T
and hornipout.
It was not happy, sizes are Jne-r-e and -some of Chie&tj valuable b o o k I
for trappers. If
however, for a chub that the ouisik are very wicked looking animals..
swallowed the other day, as its tail
The g,u.n department lias
one all the methods
as given in thisU.
protruded from the mouth of the mounted field cannon captured from had been stud-!
cusk for two days.
Gen. Bairgoyne in the Revolution, at ied out by oneTihis- aquarium has been, installed Saratoga.
This was presented to man and he had(
at a cost of $2,000 by the State Maine by Massachusetts When we begun trapping
when Columbus1 1
and is a great addition to the mu became a State in 1820.
A large d i s c o v e r e d ! j
seum.
The arrangements have been collection of flint lack guns also America, more I I
than four hun-O
made by the curator T. A. James, came, from the .same source.
dred years ago Li
and he takes great pride in ShowRanged down the entire side of he would not be
ins them to the visitors. Mr. James the room are the mineral cases, half completed. This book is edited by A.
told the Journal that salmon were and in these may be .seen minerals R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
the hardiest fish- to keep in health from all over the world. Those from tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
chapters, as follows:
as they are liable to a fungus growth. our own State aire the most interest 22General
Information; Baits and Scents;
In order to avoid this he puts salt ing as they clearly -show the enor Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
and permanganate of potash in the mous wealth that we possess in our Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
water where they are kept.
natural .resources.
By the sid-e of and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
Another new feature is a collect on,© of theste mineral cases are two My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
ion of birds’ eggs and here may be golden pheasants leaned by Gen-. John Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
seen the eggsi of every known Maine T. Richards.
Wonderfully beautiful Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
bird and as a general rule they are birds are these and as a contrast to nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
in the same nests where they were their brilliant plumage is a case of Steel Traps.
laid.
There are 1,300 eggs in th e 1night heron.
Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.
collection and they range all
the
This museum is getting to be very
way from, swan to the eggs of the
popular with Maine people and pic
SCIENCE OF TRAPPING
humming bird.
.Storks, owls and sea
nic parties are numerous here. Peo
bird eggs are all here.
ple visiting Augusta should stop off
ESCRI
Then there are several large cases
B ES the
an -hour or mane at the State house
of mounted birds win oh include all
fur-b e a r i n g
and visit this collection as they will
animals, their
of our natives as well as several
be well repaid for time and trouble.
nature, habits
Canadian specimens.
The eider,
and distribu
The collection of battle flags in
duck, Canada goose, and upland plov
t i on, w i t h
the main rotunda above is also a
er are among the most interesting.
practical
very -interesting sight.
The flag of
methods for
In speaking of this collection iMr.
every regiment iis here and nearly
their capture.
James said to the Journal:
Contains 245
all are tom and tattered. The eye
| “It may selem wrong to sacrifice
pages, size 5
moistens as we look -upon these
so many birds for this collection but
x 7 inches,
banners and think of all. the hard
with 40 illus
I think it does good.
Boys who
ships and sacrifice that they repre
trations. The
ccim© here to see them are taught
c h a p t e r on
sent.
They are fast falld-mg into de
that the bi.rdsi should not be harm
cay -but are tenderly cared for by the “ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
ed and are less liable to kill them.
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
State.
Not a day passes but some pers, as the author shows drawings of the
“We have been told that the up
old -soldier comes here and stands footprints of the various animals. The au
land plover was. becoming extinct,
before the flog under which . lie thor is personally acquainted with some of
but this is not so.
In fact, they
fought the battles- of his country and the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
were never so plenty! in Maine as
from more than, one ascends the trap lines, and in this way learned many
they are today.
For that matter
silent prayer—God bless, cur dear o ’d things which to the white man are not gen
the same may be said of other spec
erally known.
flag!—Lewiston. Journal. '
ies.
While birds of all kinds- ‘ are
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trnpper’s Art; The Skunk;
not as numerous a:s in the days of
our grandfathers, there are more of H O RSE S A V E S IN JU R E D M A ST E R The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
them than, there Were five years ago.
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
The new law paissed by Congress
When Jacob Gulick of Stonington, Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
for the protection of migratory birds !Pa., was thrown from his horse and Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
ha® done a world of good.
It has severely injured the faithful animal, The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
saved them from the pot hunters cf started for bonne.
T-be family heard Steel Traps.
thi© South, as the law is very rigid a nioise outside the door and found
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.
and the penality is severe.’’
the horse pawing. They found Gulick
The owl bias several different after aj long search-.
He was dm a
species here here and these occupy serious condition, but will recover.
DEADFALLS AND SNARES

TREASURES OF
STATE MUSEUM

A Splendid Place to Study Nature
History, Bird, Beast and Fish.

A

D

Let William Tell
D o n ’ t ta k e our
word for the extra
g o o d n e ss o f th e
bread, cake and pas
try made from this
special flour, milled
from Ohio Red W in 
ter W heat. Order a
sack today and let it
do its own talking—
it’s the only way to
le a rn w h a t y o u r
b a k in g w ill gain
through

BOOK of
structions f o r
A
trappers about these

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

c.

h. m c k e n z i e

t r a d in

g

c o .,

Ph il l ip s ,

m a in e .

CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS
e s c r ib e s

D
ner,

in a

practical man
the training,
handling, treatment,
[breeds, etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
|gun dogs for daylight
isport. This book is
not intended for the
[field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
'in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs. Night Hunting, The
Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog, Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink. W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part. 2 Breed
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore-rStill Trail
ers vs Tonguens. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line. Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4 The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies. House and Watch Dogs, A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table o f Technical
Tei ms.

ELLS- about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians!
and their Modes of k
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e F;
Wilderness, Things to p
Avoid, etc., etc. The k
author (Martin Hunter) v
was with the Hudson K
Bay Company for about |’
40 years—from 1863 to f
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al-l
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

T

The Hudson’s Bay Company; The "Free Trader”
Outfitting Indians. Trackers of the North, Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs. Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten. Indian
Mode o f Hunting Foxes. Indian Mode of Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A Tame Seal,
The Care o f Blistered Feet. Deer Sickness, A Class
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots. A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pfke, The Brass
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Laks
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap o f Raison.

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd 60 cents

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd 60 cents.

FDR FARMING

A

BOOK of
information

animals,
th e recognized
authority on f u r
raising —now
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

D

E S C R IB E S the
various makes
v and tells how to use
them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
.This book contains
'333 pages, 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
• ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
Jh a v e long needed.
’ Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps;
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T-apping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, poitpaid, cloth hound 60 cent*.

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting

I

S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc. The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol__
low the compass.
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo
cating; Early Surveys; Comer Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for Home
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; Plow to Locate a Ciaim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R
Ilarding. This book
contains 232 pages,
sizes 5 x 7 inches,1
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pad
per. The most com-?
plete book on how!j
to m a k e “ home-j
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follow's:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Where to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Trap£; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

SEND ALL
©RDERS TO

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

MINK TRAPPING
BOOK of in
struction, giv
A
ing many methods

of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to 1
catch mink.
I'll is I
book is edited by *
A. R. Ilarding, con-f’ j
tains about 50 illus- I
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20LI
chapters as follows:
General Information; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent;,Places to Sbt; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

T

H IS is one of the
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers of
the great outdoors.
The author of this
book has spent years
in the woods, so
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros
pectors, trappers and
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping. Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothipg for the Woods, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF FISHING

T

H E most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
SC lO fC E 0T
T h e author says;
i FISHING
“ For those who have
caught them, as well
as for those who
■ never have.” This
1 a book describes the
jfish, tells their habits
land HOW, WHEN
£ 9 and W II F R E to
-1
-.(Vb*c ft.
... (.Scatch them; also tells
Jthe K IN D of tackle
used for each fish.
Book contains 2 55 pages, more than 100
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art” ; Rods;
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Flies;
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait Casting; Flv-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Perch; Sunfisli, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repair
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish—Good Places.

!FHi

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents

MAINE W O O D S ,

SPECIAL OFFER

Phillips,
Maine

Any one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to MAINE W O O D S , outing edition

$

1.25
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A New Questions and Answ ers

Department

of Interest to Shooters
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will do for deer shooting although I W. litas a muzzle velocity of 902 foot
would suggest a more powerful and seconds,, and a muzzle energy of 159
modem arm.
foot pounds.
The penetration is
about 4 inches in white pirns.
3. Which is the most effective as
R. W. H., Marion, S. C.
1. Is the cartridge used in the a revolver cartridge, the 38-40, 44-40
.22 Remington Autoloading as power or the .45 Colt?
Ans. The 38-40 cartridge has the
ful and as accurate as the .22 L. R.?
highest
muzzle energy.
Personally
An®. There is,very little difference
in these two cartridges—if any, it is I would prefer tine .45 Colt far shock
in favor of tire .22 long rifle.
The ing power.
4. What is the accurate range of
power is the same.
the 25-20 using a Winchester carbine,
2. Is the- .25 R. F. cartridge used
Model 1892?
iu Model 27 more powerful than the
Ans. Up to 200 yards.
.32 L. R. rim fire, Model 1892? How
does it compare in, accuracy?
Ans. The .32 R. F. is more power W. A. R., Lowell, Mas®.
Will you kindly explain, to me the
ful than the .25 R. F. by about 70
foot pounds, but the .25 R. F. is difference in weight, length, of barre1 and general construction' between
more accurate.
3. Is the .44 S. & W. Special con the present Government Service arms
and. the Krag rifle, also the differ
sidered as accurate as the .38 Spec
ence between, the Krag rifle and the
ial for target purposes?
Krag carbine.
Ans. Yes.
Ans. The weight of the Krag rif.e
4. Will a Colt New Service cham- and o f the Springfield rifle is' about
Iberedf for .44 S. & VV. Special shoot the same.
Both rifles are bolt act
.44 S. & W. Russian?
ion, the Springfield being box maga
Ans. Yes..
zine, and a clip loader.
The Krag
5. I want! a) good revolver for tar is loaded at the side. The Sfp,ringget work, and am undecided between field rifle weigh®, 8% pounds, the
a .38 and .44.
In either case it will Krag weigh® 9 pound®, and the car
be a Colt.
Which caliber do you bine weigh® 8 poun d®.
The Sipringrecommend ? What model, if a .38?
field barrel is 24 inch, the Krag rifle
Ans. Tlhe most popular size is the 30 inch and the carbine 22 inch,. The
.38.
The .38 Army Special.
Springfield riffle is chambered for the

the man-of-war “ Pawnee.”
lie also
served as cabin boy and engineer's
boy on the “ Mingo” and saw service
at Georgetown, S. €., and Fort
Sumter.
He was mustered out on
the New Hampshire in July,
1865.
After the war thie slave® returned to
the Thome® farm-.
“ Some of them
stayed here until they died, while
others married,’’ said- IMr. Themes.
“ Aunt” Maggie is the only cine Left.”
Thornes and Maggie are now enn
ployied by O. D. Sevey, proprietor of
the Magnolia Springs Hotel. Thames
acts a® guide for the sportsmen and
is general caretaker of the property.
He likes to hunt alligators, a sport
that lie followed with great success
for the last half century and many
thrilling stories' doe® he tell of his
adventures.
The •largest gator that
-•e shot measured 12 feet 7 inches
long and was 7 feet 10 inches in
breadth, and the head weighed 120
pounds.
“ Big fellow® are dangerous medi
cine when alive,’’ he says. His stor
ies of how he and his father killed an
alligator with a bear, of how they
would count 25 gators in a school ant
how the gators catch' pigs and clogs
are most interesting.
Thorne® is beloved by whites and
negroes of this part of Florida.
In
telling about ibis slavery days, he
said, “The thirty slaves belonged .to
.30 caliber Model 1906 Government my mother.
Neither she nor father
cartridge.
The Krag rifle and car would sell one, because we thought
bine are chambered for the 30-40 U. too much' of them. Nobody else here
S. Army cartridge.
treated the slaves' lake we dad.
We
n,fever allowed a whit© man to im
pose on the negroes.
Our®' were an
R. I., Jeremiah, Ky.
1. Is it safe to shoot one ounce expense and they faired better when
ball® in an, automatic shotgun, fui’J slave® than when made free. There
was no market t h e n for our farm
choke ?
products, but we raised plenty for
Ans. Yes.
everybody.”
’
2. Does it damage the gun in any
Tihomes had long had a desire to
way?
go to Maine and locate some of his
An®. No.
He saysi he will
3. What is the best gun for father’® relatives.
surely go to, Bangor next summer.
foxes ?
Ans,. A full!. cheke shotgun is
best.
S P E A K IN G OF D O G FIS H !
4. Where can I get shotgun cart
ridges loaded with 1 ounce balls?
Nothing official has been heard at
An®. Ammunition factories regular the State House, says the Kennebec
ly load the 12 gauge shell with a 1 Journal, about the course of the
ounce ball.
member of the Sea Food Protective

and there must be no support for
the rifle from his left elbow to the
Part II.
muzzle.
The -strap may he used in
Last week I described the rifles
! any way desired, but it is against
used iin military rifle shooting, and
1the rules to disconnect either end of
this week a description will be given
; it from the rifle.
It is rather diflflof the targets at which they are shot.
j cult to describe the proper prone po
Military target shooting as it is
sition.
The best way to get it its to
conducted today at the various Gov
watch somebody wtho you know un
ernment and National Guard rifle
derstands how to assume it.
The
ranges is really but a primary de
first thing you will notice on trying
partment for shooting under read war
to copy him is that about ten shots
service conditions—'not that military
from the proper prone position will
target shooting is easy, for it is not.
prove to you that military rifle shoot
It is a mighty difficult
proposition
ing is' fair from being a child’s" game.
when wind and weather conditions
A lot of muscles are used which are H M., Lexington, Va.
are against one, at the same time,
ordinarily not called .upon to do much
1. Which is the best cartridge, for
compared with the shooting condit
work, and at the end o f the first use- iln my 25-20 repeating riffle, fo-r
ions met with, in actual!' war, there
day’s shooting you will have a ser all around shooting, black, Lesmok,
is a great difference,
for objects
ious kink in your neck, your elbows semi-smokeless or bulk smokeles?
shot at in war are small, indistinct,
wii4 be in the condition of raw beef
An®. I would recommend the low
and at unknown, ranges, and of
— to say nothing o f a back adhe, a pressure smokeless loads.
course the soldiers are usually under
sore shoulder, and possibly a scratch
2. Is there any advantage to be
stress of great excitement. It would
ed nose.
All of these difficulties ^gairbd in using non-mercurie prim
be just as fooiltefo, however, for a
disappear as if by magic with prac ers in the 25-20 cartridges
including
shooter to start in to practice under
tice—in fac t most of the discomforts the high velocity 'Loads?
war conditions without a thorough
of the prone position are eliminated
Ans. No.
preliminary training in straight target by smailil bore .22 caliber riffle shoot
3. Where could I get the best and
shooting as it would be for a gram ing indoors,.
most
compact telescope sight for
mar student to go to college without
Part III next week will be a talk my Model 12 Remington, .22 caliber.
stopping a while at high' school.
on sight adjustment for military tar
do .no|t ’want tlhle long tubular af
Mi'iitary targets are made of a light get shooting, and also rapid fire
fair.
The Warner & Swaisey Co. of
yellow or drab color paper with a shooting.
Cleveland say that they make a num
black bull’s-eye.
Target “ A ,’’ which
ber o f telescope sights for the1 Gov
is used at 200 and 300 yards, has an
ernment and one of these might suit
elglit-inch bull's-eye and
for some C. B. S., Rochester, N. Y.
Do you know anything about
1 wish to thank you, for the valu me.
matches am inner counting ring cf
this sight and where I could get one?
7 inches.
Shots hitting the buTs- able infomation. contained in your
Ans. If you are not worrying
eye count five.
If the inner answer to my query regarding 30-40
loads through your column.
There about the price you will have to pay,
rings outside the bull’s-eye, the smallr
there are a number of very excel
tliis ring count five.
There are two are times when a man should have
the moral courage to say ‘‘I don’t lent telescope sights which could be
rings outside the bull’s-eye, the small
fitted hy a competent gunsmith, to
. er 26 inches in diameter, counting ! know.’’
The firm you
Ans. By referring you to manu your Model 12 rifle.
four, and the larger
measuring 46
mention make a telescope adapted to
inches across, counting three. Shots facturers of powder, I tacitly admit
ted I did not know,
I free’y admit, the army rifle and it may be that
outside these rings count two. Target
now, however, that I do not know their telescope could be adapted to
“B” is used at 500 and 600 yards. It
the answer to your quest ton. Further your rfifle. Unless you wish to speild
is 6 feet high and 6 feet wide. The
more, there are lots o f other things a great deal of money you will do
black bull's-eye is 20 inches in diam
I don't know, and 1 also admit that. well to stick to the popular priced
eter with a smaller
inner counting
I still think my advice was good, tubular telescopes which are really
ring o f 16 inches.
The four ring on
however, and that was to follow tine excellently adapted to the type of
this target is 32 inches in diameter
directions of the manufacturers of the work you will probably do.
and the three ring 53 inches in diam
powder, as they are likely to know
eter.
For real long range shooting,
B. G.,- New York.
just wibat it will do.
that is at 800, 900 and 1,000 yards,
1. Which is more accurate, more
target “O’’ is used.
This target is
powerful and which, shoots further,
6 feet high and 10 feet wide.
The W. P., Newarq, N. Y.
the .22 long rifle, Lesmok, or the
Wiill vou advise me how the recoil
bulbs-eye is 36 inches in diameter, an
.32 iS. &' W. cartridge ,shot in a sin
inner ring of 30 inches
occasionally of the .45 Automatic compares with gle shot target piistol, 10-inicih bar
being used.
The four ring is 54 that o f the New Service 44-40, it be rel?
inches in diameter and the rest of ing a lighter gun and with more
Ans. The .32 S. & W. cartridge
Tlhie Auto weighs 34 oz. and
the target counts 3, except a two- power.
is very much more powerful than the
Doesi the balance
foot rectangular space at each end of my 44-40, 42 ce.
.22 long rifle.
The .22 long rifle
and hang of the Automatic make u,p
the target, which, counts two.
would be my preference for accur
One cf the first rules the begin for the difference in weight?
acy.
ner must learn thoroughly is always
An®. The 44-40 cartridge, when
2. Can you give me the ballistics
to keep the bolt of the rifle
open used in a revolver, develop® 375 foot of both of the above cartridge® in
unless he is on the fining point and pound® muzzle energy a® compared the pistol mentioned?
What I want
ready to fire.
At m-jiihary encamp with the .45 Automatic pistol, Gov to know is, the- muzzle energy and
ments such as the annual meetings ernment model, which has a muzzle velocity, range for accuracy and
at Seagirt and Jacksonville thi®' rule energy o f 335 foot pounds'.
So far penetration.
is very carefully
enforced., as of as practical results' go, I have not
Ans. The .22 long rilfle cartridge
course accidental! discharges1 and mis noticed any particular difference' in has a muzzLe velocity cf about 800
haps cannot occur if the holt is all the recoil o f the two arm® you men feet per second and a muzzle energy
the way hack.
tion.
of about 65 pounds.
The .32 S. &
Practically all slow fire military
t a r g e t shooting i® done in the prone |E. S., Philadelphia, Pa.
position, the sling strap which is at- i Please tell me if the H. & R.
tached to the rifle being used. The Automatic revolver, .38 caliber, blue
rules state that the shooter must be steel, 4-inch, barrel, will make a good
prene, with head toward the target target gun?
. _________________ _________ _ j Ans. It wouldn’t be fair to comi pane any light weight, short barrel
revolver, Shooting sliort .38 caliber
Icartridges, .with, a heavy 6-inch/ barwould agree on this
Irel arm shooting a lieavy cartridge.
All over New England are mothers
with small families and large families
who have to keep constant watch 1E. G. N., Shiilppenisburg, Pa.
over the welfare and health of then j In youir column yon advised a gen
children.
If ycJVt wanted to know tleman of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., about
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
what these mothers do to keep their an old Sharp® carbine hut did not
children well and strong, a canvass ot
Offers room with hot and
tell
whore
to
get
cartridge®
for
these homes would tell you that many
cold water for $1.00 per day
Kindly tell m e where I can
mothers agree that “ L. F.’ A tw ood s same.
and up, which includes free
Medicine is the best remedy lor the get them and also how much they
use o f public ehower baths.
common ills of childhood. Before t ie would cost per hundred.
Do you
Nothing to Equal This in New England
able *"rem ed ^ 6 with " * it s ^1 cf' fa sh ion ed |think the gun good for dear hunting?
Rooms with private baths
Ans. 'Test of the ammunition com
virtues, has won its way into thou
f o r $1.50 per day and up;
sands of homes, and wise mothers use panies have discontinued a number
suites of two rooms and bath
it whenever they see their children in ot the old sizes.
The -best thing to
for $4.00 per day and up.
need of something for their stomachs,,
bowels, liver or blood. A medicine do Is to write to the icamjpainii'e®
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF
that is prompt and thorough, and per and they will probably' ask you to
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
fectly safe for children to take.
send, them a wax cast of the cham
Send for Booklet
B u y a 3 5 c b o ttle at y o u r n ea rest sto r e ,
ber so as to be sure to give you the
STORER F. CRAFTS
Gen. Manager
or w rite to -d a y f o r f r e e sa m p le.
Your carbine
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. right size cartridge.
M IL IT A R Y R IF L E SH O O TIN G .

h Congress of Mothers

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

UNIQUE CAREER OF
ALFRED THOMES

Visitors to Magnolia Springs Like
to Hear His Interesting
Experiences.

Commission, Luther Maddocks, now
in Washington concerning the cam
paign to secure national legi®’ation
for the extermination cf the dogfish
along the Atlantic, coast, since the
announcement to him by Governor
Curtis that no further funds from
the appropriation, made by the Maine
Legislature for that purpose are availiaible.
Interest, however has not
been suppressed in the matter, as
will be seen by the Eastpcrt Sen
tinel’® article on the case as fellows:
“ Concerning the Dogfish.”

We are in receipt of an interest
ing circular concerning time dogfish,
and the best methods of getting rid
cf him, sent out by C. E. Davi®,
Maignolia Springs, Fla.
Chairman of the Maine State
Sea
April, 1916.
Food Protection Association.
Mr.
Visitors to Magnolia Springs take Davis evidently doesn’t take much
great delight in meeting Alfred stock in, the government’s suggestion
Thornes and “Aunt” Maggie Thornes. that the best way to attaick the “ dog”
He is white and she is black, and is with our teeth for prominent cn
they were once master and slave. the sheet are these legends: “ A ManBoth were born here on the Thornes Eating Shark Pest!” “ Devour® Sea
farm, sixty-six year® ago, “Aunt” Carrion!” “ Devour® Men, Women,
Maggie being twro weeks older than Children, Dead Sailors, Congressmen,
her former master.
The fact that Senators and Legislators!’’
“ The
their name® are the same is due te Fishermen’® Foe,
the
Farmers’
the custom whereby slaves took tlhie Friend and the Consumer’s Casket!”
names of their owners'.
These’ are followed with, the query,
Thome® is the son of Daniel “ Do you want to, eat them,?"’ and we
Themes, of Bangor, Maioie, who mar herewith and hereby answer, No, we
ried a Florida woman in the forties, don’t.
and her dowry included 30 slave®'.
We would rather take a bite out
Just when the Civil War broke!of the sea serpent, the rhvnydodirincut the senior Thornes was preparing ku® or the hdppasliipipacu®.
We are
to send his children to school in agin the dogfish, and cannot faver
Maine, but the rebellion prevented it. j anything that looks like benevolent
The Yankees came down to Magnolia1assimilation of Mm.
Put him on
Springs and took tlhle slaves to Jack- the grass—pulverize him and feed
sonvilLe.
Jhiimi to the potato and the cabbage,
Alfred believed in the fireledom of j but spare him from the diet of the
slaves and rain away from heme and bipes humanus.
Extract from him
enlisted in. the U. S. Navy at Jack-! wliatever of the oleaginous' he may
sonvilie, on May 3, 1864.
He was posses® and let him return to mother
then 14 years1 old and only 4 feet 4 1earth.
Gastronomically he is an
inches high and wais shipped on hoard impossibility.
If he eats “ Congressmen and Sen
ators,” a® the circular says, Let
They are made for
tbe|m return) the favor iif they will.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
You can lead us to the dogfish,, but
Known the world over for excel
you can’it make iu® eat him, and that
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
settles it.

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

M. L. GETCHELL CO.,

Monmouth.

-
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S H E R IF F .

PALMER iENG.KES ANT
LAUNCH! S.
Special 2 1-2 H. P. engine for canoes
and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
in Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.

Bill ;Sewai'l of Island FarIs, guide
for Col. Theodore Roosevelt when he
hunted in Montana, will be the Pro
gressive candidate for sheriff in
Aroostook county this year.
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A S P O R T IN G C A M P ’S MENU.
The many friends of Aaron Soule were recent guests cf Mrs. Brown’s
sister,
Mrs.
G.
W.
Brooks.
Mr.
W
orn.
have been having a^b'it of fun at
Lamb, who makes I is home with his
Variou© freak things come to the
his expense the past few days. Re
daughter, Mrs. Brooks, returned home
various departments at the iState
cently while enjoying a quiet chat with Mrs. Brown and will visit with
House in the great mass of corres
with lis friend, George Wing at the her for a short time.
Some are pathetically
Tine following ‘‘Between Bites” are pondence.
latter’s store, the chief topic of con
Geo. D. Humtoon, who has been from the new edition (Putnam’s) of funny, some unconsciously funny and
versation chanced to be the present confined to the house because of ill- Mr. Charlies Bradford’s “ The Deter some deliberately so.
A report
war.
Aaron was peacefully puffing ness nearly ail winter, was able to be mined Angler.”
from an Oxford
county sporting
away at his pipe when all at once down street Saturday.
COLORADO TROUT STREAM'S.— camp recently received by the In
both men were startled by a loud
Mir. and Mrs. D. E. Hinkley. are at Colorado lias six thousand miles of land Fish and Game Commission had
(Special Correscondence.)
report and for a minute thought the
attached a menu, which the propriet
Mrs. HinMiey is cook trout streams.
Rangeley, April 19.—W. E. Tibbetts enemy was shooting at close range. Dodge Pend.
IDEAL ANGLING TIME.—The last or said went with, the house, which
and sen, Paysen left Tuesday morn As soon as the men recovered slig! t- ing for Saul Collins’ crew, who are
two weeks in June—what lovelier attracted no little attention and aing for Boston, where Master Paysoai ly from their fright, Aaron discover building camp© for Mr. Porter.
It is too lengthy to give
F. h. Marcbetti has been in Bos period for brook trout fishing in the musement.
will receive further treatment for ed that the bowl of ibis pipe was
the
wlliole,
but
an “ order” given by
rich
flower-lined
mountain
streams?
his arm.
missing having been carried away by ton. the past week on business. John When does the wild shrub smell a “ Guest” from the State House,
B.
Madden
is
employed
during
his
A daughter was born to Mr. and the explosion of a .22 cartridge con
sweeter than now, the wind blow will illustrate; Lampwick soup; cross
Mrs. Herman Hatch April 15, and tained therein.
“ A bit tco close for absence.
hi,ore
balmily, the
songbirds trill herring; raw ice; cribibage; Potted
Hayden Huntoom and Leon Robbins
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gile are re comfort,’’ remarked Aaron and here
sweeter, and the spotted trout bite umpire;- fricasseed hairpin© on toast;
ceiving congratulations on the arrival after bis pipe will be closely ex have pur,chased the automobile owned
g ridel led clam shells; sawdust pud
better?
•of a daughter, April 14.
amined before lighting it up for a by the late UjOring N. Haley.
LANDING
THE
TROUT.—The ding a la pine sauce; door jambs;
T, C. Haley is suffering from an
Mrs. Louis Robasli o f F a r m in g t o n smoke.
proper time to spend in, landing a Doc Cook gnm drops; horse chestwas at Mrs C. L. Hamden’s a few
Last Wednesday the Ladies’ Aid abscess in his head which, is very fish all depends upon the condition nuts; N-Ice water.’ ’
days this week with- a line of spring celebrated in honor of the birthday of painful.
of your fishing ground. Lead your
and summer millinery.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Haley return prize away from obstructions, keep
Miss Sarah M. Soule.
At the close
Reminiscent Indulgence.
Tlhie Juniors held a very interesting of the afternoon’s work, welsih rabbit, ed Friday from a vacation trip spent the line taut, and do not nervously
Retrospection may be defined as
Mr. Haley L,Uiriry tllie ppjy.
entertainment at the Grange hall iced tea and birthday cake were serv in Boston and Portland.
Take your time.
that form of reminiscent indulgence
In behalf of the Ladies’ Aid has returned to Atwood’s camps at
Monday evening.
A line literary ed.
THE SILVER HOOK.—“There is a that enables one to swell up like a
and musical program was enjoyed, Miss Soule was presented with a Kennebago.
good deal of fun in thinking you are strutting turkey gobbler when he
after which games were played. Mus jardiniere, stand and vase. Miss Soule
George E. Russell, who recently going to have' it.’’— New York Press. thinks of the good deeds he performed
ic for tine sociable was furnished by responded in her usual happy manner. underwent a serious operation in a True; Walton say© the Angler’s .an in the year behind him until he passes
At the last meeting of the Men’s Boston hospital, is now able to be ticipation of fishing is as great a to the
st palpitating mass of mean
Mrs. Childs.
Piano sclo',
Aietha
ness that he put over during the same
Childs; reading, Isabelle Russell; League supper was served by the out again,
joy as the realization cf it.
period.—Houston Post.
piano solo, Winnie Hamm; reading, primary department cf the Sunday
Rosetta, the oldest daughter of Mr.
TH£ FISHLESS FISHERMAN.—
Vernor Collins; reading, Gail Ross; school.
A goodly sum was realized and Mrs. Ed Handy, was operated on “ You took a day off from your work
reading, Leater Nile; reading, Paul which will be used towards paying for for appendicitis Tuesday afternoon and went fishing? Have any luck?’’
W hy Falsehoods Live.
Some men relate what they think,
A general committee for by Drs. Colby and Ross.
ine Rector; music, six girls and six the piano.
“Certainly.
A day off is luck en
as what they know; some men of
boys; reading, Aietha Childs; read Clcan-up Week »was appointed as fol
The 'Jolly Twelve have resumed ough,.’’—New York American.
confused memories, and habitual in
ing, Ralph PhilbriiCik; reading, Dwight lows:
M. D. Tibbetts, ‘ H. A. Fur meetings after a short vacation, and
ANGLING AND MATHEMATICS —
Lamb; piano solo, Elizabeth* Oakes. bish., F.. B. Colby, H. B. MoCard, C. met witliAMrs. Aaron Soule, six mem “ Angling may be said to be so much accuracy, ascribe to one man what
belongs to another; and some talk
The program) was in charge of Mur- L Hamden, F. H. Kempton, Miss bers and one guest being present. like the Mathematics,- that it can
on without thought or care. A few
iel Brown, Bessie Hum,toon, Kenneth Prudence Richardscn, Mrs. Web Boul- The afternoon was passed with) the ne’er be fully learnt; at least not so men are sufficient to broach false
ter, Mrs. E. P. McCard, Mrs. H. A. usual fancy work, after which a lunch fully, but that there will still bp hoods, which are afterwards innocent
Lamb and Richard Herrick.
Miss Beryl Campbell, who has been Childs, Mrs. O. R. Rowe, Mrs. W. F. of salmon tipple, potato salad, as more new experiments left for the ly diffused by successive relaters.—
The next supper cf the sorted cakes and tea was served.
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Bedford Cor Oakes.
tryal of ether men that succeed us.” Johnson.
T1 e
ey returned to her home in Andover league will be held April 25.
G. W. Picked has recently built an — Izaak Walton, The Compleat Ang
Monday.
»
Camp I ire Gin!© will serve the sup addition to bis store 16 by 30 feet, ler, 1653.
NOTICE.
F. N. Harris is visiting in Lewis per. During the evening an illustrat which gives much needed space to
ANCIENT ANGLING.—One of the
ed lecture on “ Contagious . Diseases the interior.
ton and Boston.
most ancient literary works on fishr
Notice is hereby given that the
Fred Robinson of Farmington is at and tlnehr Carriers,’ ’ furnished by the
The beautiful white cat belonging ing, perhaps the most ancient of all
work at the Lake House, papering Qtate Board of Health was presented to E. H. Lowell! caused a tit of ex really known volumes on the sub Rangeley Trust Company of Rangeand painting.
Quite a number of by Dr. F. B. Colby to a large and citement at the home of E. B. Tooth- ject, is Hauleutic© of Opplan, the ley, Maine, has been notified in writ
ing that book of deposit No. 105 is
workmen are already at work mak appreciative audience.
A number aker Monday evening by
plunging j -work of a Greek poet, A. D. 198, from
sued by said bank, lias been lost and
ing ready for the summer season. J. c f slides were shewn.
At the next th,rough the window.
The cat be- which many articles on fishing and
B. Marble and W. S. Marble arrived meeting Hon. FI. A. Furbish will give came frightened and threw herself a-jangling, thought to be modern, have that the owner desires to obtain dup
licate thereof.
the latter, part of t,.ia week and are a talk on his trip to California.
gain&t the window with such force a® been taken.
Atheneus tells us that
RANGELEY TRUST CO.,
superintending c.perations.
Mrs. Harrison Brown and children to break the window.
No damage several writers wrote treatises or
.
By H. B. McCard, Treasurer
was done other than to the glass and poems on fishing centuries before the
Rangeley, Maine, April IS, 1916.
a bafi scare to the occupants of the Christian era.
room.
Chartles Bradford.
E very Issue of M aine Woods C ar
Mrs. Addi’e R ic’ ard©on and daugh
ries a Fresh W h lft of the
Pine
ter, Mis© Prudence are in Boston B E A V E R M O R E V A L U A B L E T H A N
T re e State w ith It.
W h y Not Sub
visiting friend®.
Mi.ss Sarah M. Soui
PEOPLE T H IN K .
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All
i keeping house during their ab
the Y e a r.
sence.
TROUT BROOK CAMPS
In connection with the opening of
Mrs. Will Grant and children spent the' fishing season, it may be inter
Will be Open For the SPRING FISH ING
Are
open
for
the
season
of
the week-end with relatives in town. esting to know that The opinion of
By May the 10th. Don’ t miss it as
we get some fine trolling and bair fish 1916.
C. T. Richardson lost a valuable the Inlard Fish and Game Commis
Send for circular.
ing at that time. For large TRO(UT and
cow recently.
sion is that one of the most valuable
SALMON fly fishing, June 1C Write
GREEN BROS.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Abbott return aids of fish propagation and conser
for paticulars.
EUSTIS,
MAINE
R. R. W ALKER ,Pror.
ed Saturday night from an extended vation is the beaver.
Mackamp,
.
Maine
RANGELEY LAK ES
visit at Monroe, Me.
In 1893 a law passed providing
Camp Bemis. The Birches,'I he Barker Write
The mill whistle was heard for the for a closed season on these inter
for
free
circular.
BILLY SOULE’S NEW GAMPS
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Beinis. Maine.
first time this season Monday morn esting animals went into effect. At
LAKE MILLMAMASSETT
ing and everything is nowT in running that time only a few of them were
September fly fishina: for Bis Trout. Plenty Round Mountain bake Gamps. Write for free
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow, booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor, order for the 1916 season.
left and those only in the •very re
Round Mountain. Maine
Maine.
H. A. Furbisih left Tuesday morn mote wilderness.
Protected by this
ing for Boston on a business trip.
law, however, beaver rapidly Increas
LAKEWOOD GAMPS,
Web Boulter has gone to Sebagc ed and tadigy they are more or less
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
Lake guiding.
1
RANGELEY, MAINE
numerous in almost all sections of the
In one of the best localities for fishimrand
A new sign is being placed ovfer State.
hunting in tlie Rangeley Region. Camps with
Thousand© of ©mall stream©
or without bath. For particulars write tor free the Main street cash store.
circular to
are dammed by these tireless work
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
The Sunday evening service at the ers and millions of gallons of water
DIFRLE POND
Lakewood Gamps,
Middlcdam, Me.
Rangeley church were especially in are held in storage by these dams.
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and
teresting.
Music was in charge of Pool® are made whicHi are the natural
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes VIA RUMFORD FALLS
the Men’s League.
The orchestra
out. Send for circular and references.
homes of the trout and on account cf
Best Salinoi. and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
Duets by tl is water storage many a stream
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
fishing begins about June l. Send for circular. played several selections.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Caratunk, Me.
Albert Carlton and H. O. Huntoon
Upper Dam. Maine.
wh/icb would go dry early in the sea
OTTER POND CAMPS
and by O. R. Rciwe and Dr. A. M.
son has now a good supply of stored
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Ross.
Next Sunday evening will be
in g and hunting. Send for circular.
water near its fountainhead which
the Easter concert and in the morn
GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
furnishes water throughout a dry
Caratunk, Me.
It is time to choose your Spring fish ing the I. O. O. F.’s and Rebekahs season and thus, saving thousands of
May 7th, the
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here will attend in a body.
small trout which under former con
DEAD RIVER REGION
and see how you like it? With favor K. P.'s and Sisters attend in a body. ditions would die by reason of the
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every able conditions you can get good fishing
Harold Fuller and Miss Dell Mor
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca enough, size considered and every thing rison wiere quietly married at the stream going' dry during the sum
It* is realized that in many
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting else as pleasant as you could wish for in parsonage Sunday by Rev. H. A. mer.
cases beaver do considerable damsection Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F. the woods.
Childs. Congratulation© are in order.
1age to standing timber, but when
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
»_________________ _
Come any ti ne in the season. Also
'compared with the immense benefit
NOTICE.
nice place to bring your family. Write
of additional water storage furnish
to
ed by^them, the damage is negligible.
AT
H. W. MAXFIELD,
I hereby forbid ail person® Trusting
A case in point has recently been
R ow e Pond.
Maine or harboring my wife,
Zelpba R. called to the attention of the com
Lee of Rangeley, Maine, as I ©hall mission.
at S p r in g Lake
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
not pay any bills contracted by her
3aimon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
A summer visitor to Maine, a per
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Rangeley Lakes
after this date.
3pring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
son who owns* a cottage situated in
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Alex F. Lee.
Rangeley.
Maine
the eastern part of Penobscot coun
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
Rangeley, Maine, April 7, 1916.
ery and pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec.
1st.
ty, only this week wrote the depart
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ment asking that the. warden© in
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
—
that district be requested to look
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family ridge and duck hunting.
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
FO R SALE
after, so far as possible, a colony of
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
heaver which were located near has
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
ON E A S Y T E R M S
On Rangeley Lake.
camp.
He not only called attention
T horoughly m odem . On direct automobile INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS to the interest their works were
to
route.
Tavern
all
year.
Lake
View
House
B lakeslee L ake Cam ps
luly 1 to Oct.
the summer people and other visit
Just
across
the
little
cove
from
the
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Mountain View House, at the outlet of ing in that vicinity, but stated that
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
Raugeley,
Maine.
Rangeley
Lake. Is fully furnished. the pond they had created by build
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most ing their dam furnished a good sup
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
desirable place on the shores of The ply o f ice for the nearby farmers* and
Come to the Maine W oods
Maine.
had developed into a fine trout pond,
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic lake Three acres of land. For Partic
in fact, the fishing in tliat section
surroundings and comfortable cabins to ulars address,
MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
luad: improved on account of tine inanyone
looking
for
good
fishing
and
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing' regionF. C. F O W L E R ,
rest. Write for booklet and references to
tc,reused water supply created by
Ipocial June and September rates. Booklet.
New London,
Conn.
HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
this colony.
Dallas, Maine

CHAS. BRADFORD’S
BETWEEN BITES

MEN’S LEAGUE
A BUSY SOCIETY

The Marbles Rushing Work at the
Rangeley Lake House.

To Go io

JIM POND CAMPS

Start

v
Your

YORK C A M P S ,

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

Camp

ROWE POND CAMPS

and

FISHING

John ©arville’s Camps

Hotel j
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